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Col. Smith Re-enlists
First Army Woman
On Eastern Campus
On November 17, while students want securrytng through
the hallways at Eastern and
typewriters clicked out their
message of people hard at work,
the U.S. Army was busy adding
another first to Its long line of
accomplishments.
The "first" was in the form
Of the first oath of reenllstment
to be administered to a member
of the Women's Army Corps on
campus at Eastern. Army
Colonel Everett N. Smith, professor of Military Science parformed the ceremony.
The entitled "first," Army
sergeant First Class Barbara J.
Zametto, daughter of Gene. C.
Louisville. Her parents. Mr. and
Madison County Country Club,
first entered the Army In September 1957 at Indianapolis,
Ind. Upon completion of that
three year enlistment, she reenlisted for another six yean
at Fort Thomas.
It was during this enlistment
period she met and married
Charles Zametto, also a member
of the military end serving with
her at the U.S. Army Recruiting
main station In
Fairmont,
W.Va. Due to her father accepting his present position at
the Madison County Country
Club, they decided to return to
Richmond to be married.
As time wore on, the day for
reenllstment again became the
uppermost thing In Barbaras
mind She and her husband
Chuck, prior to his recent departure for Viet Nam, had discussed her staying in service
and had decided that for the
present It was best for her to
stay in. So, on the appointed
day, after some debate on the
place of reenllstment. she decided to return to her place of
marriage to reenllst.
A problem arose at this point
however, in that Army regulations specify that a commissioned officer must perform the
ceremony. But after contacting Colonel Smith at Eastern,
a commissioned officer for quite
some time, the problem vanished
into thin air. He performed the
ceremony In his office at Eastern, thereby entitling Barbara
•the first WAC to be reenUated
at Eastern."
SFC Zametto is presently
stationed with the US. Army
Recruiting main station in
Bond, professional golfer at
Mrs. Gene C. Bond reside a(
211 Blalr Street w Richmond.
DANCE TOMORROW
There will be an all-campus dance Saturday night at
Martin Hall sponsored by the
Little Theatre. The Scotchmen will play, beginning at
8 p.m. Casual dress will be
the order of the dance. Cost
to fifty cents at the door.
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"I don't believe it' I Just
.wt h.it«™ «t» lausrhed
dont believe It.
<"■»•*
Susie Donoghue Monday night,
Eastern's newest Miss Popularlty, a honey-blonde blue-eyed
senior from Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida, was happily surprised

when told she won this honor.
Miss Donoghue, who to Queen
Athena>ta Member of Kappa
p^ito Tau, Kappa Alpha Pi,
psMM Club, SNEA, end of
course, an ROTC sponsor,
Among her honors are placmg In the Top Ten' In the

Girls Drill Team Forms
As New Marching Unit
"Corps, Attention! Right face!
March!"
No theae commands do not
come fronV ttklSSlO departmJmt hnt rather from toe two
co-captains
girls' drill team at Eastern.
This new organisation on
campus was started by two
freshman girls who each had
three years of drill corps experience In high school. They
speech
are Chris DeVUbtos, a speecn
and drama maj°n »y .caroi
Mlnneman,.w
ty un
decided about her major,
^"'_~"
"
[rom 1J
though both girls
*J'"
not ac-

Charlie Douglas, president of
KYMA, about having sponsorahlp from the pep club. KYMA
*ot«» * «P°n»°r °» #** ■■
•" new drU1 u>»m members
0 1 Mtlare

SS.'S'Si £wly%8 [^^rT " *

Homecoming contest for the people's school now, not one
past two years and Student for the pseudo-elite."
Council representative from the
"I Grew At Eastern"
freshmen and sophomore class.
Miss Donoghue to "very
She to a Physical Educaton thankful for four of the best
years'of my life here at"Eastmajor and health minor.
A warm-blooded girl, two of em. I wouldn't trade them for
Miss Donoghue's likes are warm the world. It's made me deweather and palm trees from
her sunny Florida home-town.
Her other likes are food
(yum!), people, water-skiing
and almost any sport Her one
stated, dislike to homework although "It really Isn't so bad."
'•Congratulations For WhatT"
Ron Plnsenschaum's first
startled comment was, "Congratulations for what?" The
biology-chemistry major from
Cincinnati adds the title of Mr.
Popularity to a long string of
awards
andto honors
he athas
acUlated
hU Vtm
BjMt

~ 2^

The Uttle Colonels, as the
new drill corps will be named,
will consist of thirty girls and
the two co-captains. The purpose of the Little Colonels is, according to Its organizers, "to
promote school spirit by involvement In a school activity." The
oym t«am hopes to march durlng two or three basketball halftimes this year,
vear. and eventually

they
^AST^SSJX

Donating their time and energies as a public service were
over 60 Eastern students. These students, headed by Miss
Deanna Hlckman. solicited funds for Muscular Dystrophy.
Attracting attention with a fire truck siren they gathered
money at the four way stop at Lancaster Avenue and the
Eastern By-Pass. Beta Omlcron Chi and Sigma Chi Delta
members aided In the campaign. Girls canvassed at points
on campus. Over $400 was received in this drive.
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Seniors Merit Most Popular Titles
Coeds Vie For Positions

Novel Fund Raising

'

velope socially, religiously and
academically."
"We wish to thank the student body for their interest n
the election and for making
two people very happy" concluded^Mr. and Miss Popularlty.

-

The brown-eyed senior to a
member of Who's Who Among
students In American Colleges
and Universities, Kappa Delta
pi president Sigma Chi Delta
president OAKS, senior class
treasurer, and received alloVC baseball honors. Other
C
campus
activities are the
Biology Club and E-Club. Pln..„».h.,,m-. hunrit*
ihltwn
genschaum's
favorite things

TheTl two baric element. 'A^'^SST
Included In the team's currtAbout Eastern, PlnsenJJ^.TC intT^kBsT a'drul cuhun- T*ev •*• precision ac- schaum's statement to, "I hope
Uon
ZA.VLKS» LtetS
"* H" routines, a com- everyone at sometime can
realize the warmth and friendv.„. Z,m»»Ki^» *r.~ <Hri. ••
corps procedures of both Miss ship from the people at Easthave something for girls.
Mlimeman's and Miss DeVilbiss' ern that I have received. I
Miss DeVilbiss and Miss m:b
„ However, hope the university status
high .o^,
school team
teams.
Mlnneman had to make a mastery of this
to doesn't make it snooty. It to a
a number of contacts before not the only criteria used for
having their plans for a drill choosing, the members of this
team okayed They first went organisation.
* ^-Tttf *~'£TJ£.
First each girt murt have no
average, Her
*&&jyR*?Z2S^2Z
than a 2^average.
referred to Dean Ingels, who lea.
weight
must he In proportion
was Immediately cooperative
to her height and thirdly, she
•"jSSttt.
"UV^toklck
S
.suggested
that the S^taufto
girl, talk to head
_ Aay m whQ u™'r
^^
Lionels may be
Member, of the Kentucky
dismissed for poor grades, "un- Peao8 Officers' Standards and
ladyllke conduct" or becoming Training Council met today at
tovarwelght" Excepting these Eastern Kentucky University to

Popularity Honors Awarded
Miss Susie Donoghue and Ron lUHIIIIlljflsM Ml Mtos and
Mr Popularity, respectively, this year. The two seniors are
Active on Eastern's^pus, exhibiting ■^-£"*» *«g
and sociality In their many activities £»»*"" "^
Popularity contest was sponsored by the Milestone.

Peace Council Plans U pgrading
Of Law Enforcement Training

Eastern Students Netted Over
$400 In Muscular Dystrophy Drive

Bureau of M^ta.ifo,-24 ™J^%™££?££*
years. A graduate of Ui>Unl- w^°£utovUtoBoard of Eduverslty of Kentucky School of of toe Loutovuie Boaro o*
Law Stone has »rved M a cauon,
^^

the .team until she leaves Bast- enforcement training In the School^ of^ Law
slnce September.
Department; Col. Richard Quehl,
era, marries, or graduates. Each state.
"Our prime concern," Stone chief of the Fort Thomas Poyear new girls are chosen to iw
■„,„ i6.m8mber panel was ap- sald
"to to develop mtmlmum lice Department and past presl•The re- lon
Placeer0nly ">? «irU who are no pointed Monday by Gov. Ed- standards and training pro- dent of the Kentucky Peace
nity president said _Over 50 students participated campaign a success.'
™1
*
marching.
{^
T_ Breathltt In an atThe student. ~. aWod by spores over^.lmtog. _The '
tryout £" T^ Breath,^ yng g^^Igr-i^-g^ K«i!aSS
throughout _
cular
Dystrophy ■atertay. WJhmteea ft»» the flra d*W- tonal— <Wgjgig-ji» ■"* wtSTtobaS hlSd^aeamsSt ^5' mnm-r^ training and wealth."
flnrt
"ce president of the KenMembers of Sigma Chi Delta, ment
Co-chairman of the generous contributors.
gjj were ^^
M ^ standardB for an iaW enforceMembers of the council are: tucky Sheriffs Association;
and Beta Omlcron Chi fratoml- Muscutor Dystrophy'drive to
A 120 donation from one 8,pnB on November 22, Novem- ment officials in Kentucky,
Col. James E. Baasett, director Col. Charles West, chief of the
ties together with coeds col- Fire Chief, Ray Bowlening. trucker made Dan MeUue the ^1. 2o and December 1 Any
The council was established Qf the Kentuckv State Police; Henderson Police Department;
lectod over $425.
Assistant Fire Chief, Homer record holder for obtaining the J^ wh0 nugged raor. t^an on^
through
a
planning
grant
under
Palmer M. Baken, Jr., special Col. Lewis Mutters, chief of the
Campus chairman of Mus- Pearson and fireman, Robert highest single donation.
practice is Ineligible and no girl
Law Enforcement Assist- agent in charge of the Federal Ashland Police Department and
cular Dystrophy Association of Sewell manned a fire truck on
Travelers on the by-pass com- who misses the last practice the
ance Act of I960.
Bureau of Investigation In Ken- past president of the Kentucky
America was Deanna Hlckman, the Eastern by-pass.
mented the boys for their ef- may try out These sessions
Robert Clark Stone was ap- tucky; State Attorney General Peace Officers' Association.
a senior from PalntavUle. Miss
This fire truck was placed at forta Q^ ,„,„,„ aald, "This were devoted to teaching lnexecutive director of Robert Matthewe; David A McHlckman said, "I couldn't be- the four-way intersection Boys ig a real attention getter and a terested coeds the bade com- pointed
the council. Stone served as Candless. director of the Sou- f^JM Eastern
Ueve how good the student re- from Beta Omlcron Chi were n^har novel way of getting manda and kicks. Girls will be special
agent for the Federal them Police Institute at the
sponse was to my appeal for stationed at each of the traffic money. It gives me faith In judged and chosen by number
University of Louisville; Lex- -p R* frnwnwl
help In the campaign. They directions to soUcit money.
our generation's youth."
Instead of by name to Insure
ington Attorney Herbert D. * © DC browned
really worked hard to make the
Gene OlaeU, the BOX fraterJlm Kul% anting at the by- that no prejudice will characterSledd, past president of the a. a
i fv_
pass estimated that about 70 toe the selections. The girls Concert Presents
Kentucky Bar Association and nX Annual U&nce
per cent of the people contacted will try ou t in bermudas or
a member of the Board of j^ yeafg Mtos Eastern
contributed
slacks roomy enough for high Christmas Music
Governors of the American Bar Dance wtu take place In the
In the downtown area Sigma kicking plus gym shoes and
Association; Frankfort Mayor guB cafeteria tonight The
Chi Delta's members were white socks,
James W Flynn, president of daac^ lg Mml.tormel and wfll
the
located on every street corner Judging will probably be done
Eastern's Concert Choir and
»K^niuc«,y ^""fc'Pf/ ifSKi »*»t tan 8 p.m.
until 12 aan.
obtalnnlg
money.
Kenneth by a colonel from the Military. Chamber Choir, Thomas Lan**2SLXmusic wiPU be provided by
Woodworth of Sigma Chi Delta Science department who knows caster, Conductor, will present the School ??L«?Z!2L£
of Law Enforce Th*
The Exiles, a local band.
Mid, "Young people and chll- how to judge precision move- a concert Thursday, Dec. 8 at ment at Eastern Kentucky UniEveryone to invited to atBy CHRIS KNEPPEB
one year However, their baas don't do that there to nothing dren responded most generously. ment one or two physical ed- 8 p.m. In Hiram Brock Audl- verslty and a former director tend
Tickets are on
of the Kentucky State PoUce ^ this dance. outaUe
The trio of David, Delia Rosa violin player Garret Boggs, left Dut to cry."
The reactions of older people ucatlon teachers who have some torlum.
of m
and Brooks were featured at the Joined them only a few weeks
.
extremely friendly and seemed to one of apathy."
knowledge of dancing, as well
ca ra
11
Renaissance
Christmas
music
£
*?
£
SttaSS^S.
«E
^T*
entrance
In
the
SUB,
from
annual Anniversary Concert ago They will begin recording
Co^ coUected funds at the as a member of the music de- by Johann Walther, Heinrich **• £*£*2. ^i!, 8 a.m. until 4 p.m The cost
to
Tuesday, Nov. 22, at Alumni sessions soon and have donero- downto earth'*~»£ ™ variou]| dorma „„ ^
Two parent and the ccvcaptalns
**>. •■ advance, and J2.50 at
Coliseum.
cord productions for other MM me greup woum UM_ w »- ^^ /^__t o
y-; ^_t £„IIHM ffc. M„t „„,, 3, „, FL*. and Jacobus GaHus will tLSS^^'^LlSSS.
Holaclaw,
chief
of
the
Jefferscribe
themselves
as
"total
engirls,
Charlene
Reese
and
Janet
Routine,
the
kick,
and
personal
the door.
be included as well as comThey preformed before an groups.
Hall, came back from their appearance are among the quail- positions by Bruckner, Warlock,
Candidates for Mtos Eastern
audience
of
approximately
David, della Rosa and Brooks tertoinment. The trio arranges homes
PAY FOR FIX
In Lexington to aid the ties which will be considered In Poulenc, and Kodaly. Of speaH the,r
2,000. The concert commerated have performed at night clubs,
o*" music,
All students who have not are: Cherry Yelton, Bonnie Lecampaign.
Pam
Moberly
said,
the
Judging.
cial Interest on the program paid for their friendship pic- masters, Nancy Ringwald, Leah
the sixth aiinlveraary of Prest- college campuses, and the
At the mention of Peter,
President Martin aa Eastern's World's Fair. Diane della Rosa, Paul and Mary, Mr. David •The students gave even though This year, the team will be will be J. S. Bach's motest for tures purchased through the Strehlow, and Ann Miller. Mtos
dT&n^a^SrEh toe^ma^e membTr -toTed-STt stoted toat hT "lovedTlnem."^ ^ have B^Urmted fund.,' maktog ,U own uniforms which double chorus FURCHTE DICH Milestone, can do so Decem- Eastern will be crowned during
Admission was f
hey enjoyed
forming
t QOBttyd ttt ^^T* *!» J*2* ***&L£**2?~!I ™> "y^jU^JJ*^.^ TfSSL^S^XSS. **&£ ber 5-8 at the Milestone of- the dance; she was voted on las)
P.reslden
The*concert"co^erodT wide coUege"VudentT"bert"T£cauBe aTStotof for folk'muslc^which f«mmed up the feelings of aU vest or Jacket and white ANTIPHON (1965). and the fice, room 8 In the Roark week.
Miss Eastern will also rewas reaching a depleted stage toe
range of music. They enter- of their enthusiasm.
the student workers. She said, blouses The emergence of premier performance of a new Building from 2 p.m. till 5
tained with nooular sorurs such Hod David, guitar Player, of commeralaltom.
» «1vea you a feeling of satis- Eastern s first drill team, the carol by John Jacob NUes, OH p.m. Any student who falls present the University at the
to pay for these pictures will Mountain Laurel Festival In
T?££ rK'^nT'W singe? a7dspok«Jnan f5r toe
-But we'll never be a- pop- '•*»»> «*' ^ "^ ^T' £5* ?°^n^ 8hould(add VI^ BETHLEHEM FAIR CITY.
S, 25.' Oawlcal songs group, said one of their main -w^S p^te" Paul and MaVy!" g** ;°r,ta othe™- Muscular lety. Interest, and Increased
The concert to free and the not receive his 1967 Mile- Plneville, thto spring.
The Mtos Eastern Dance is
were SsVprefon^S SomfS purposes was to exceed medic- Se a^tied. 'T^e audlSce c%£***
«"* • worthy school apWt to mu Jm» public to cordially Invited to at- stone.
sponsored by the Milestone '87.
these were "Shadow of Your crity. He went on to explain can-t 8mg along with us. But ^i
game., said the co-captalns.
tend.
Smile" "Softly As I Leave You," that "America has lapsed into „ur emotions are linked with
and "Exodus." They also sang a sad state of mediocrity." The theirs."
a medley of songs from West group feels that It is their duty
It u a sorry fact that over
Side Story.
to give the best they have.
$50)) worth of ^
p.„ clothThelr unique style covered Mr. David, a 24-year-old grad- •
waa ,tolen from a locker
rock and roll, Jan, foreign uate of North Western Unl- "• m Alumni coliseum. This
tunes, classical ballads and poe- veralty also Mid. We want to CKCUTed before the concert was
try set to a background of communicate with the audience, -prfor—ed However this did
To do that we have to laugh at not
£" dampen
,am ' their
„,.._ ffeelings
e.iin„ ,about
music.
Jesse Stuart, Kentucky', poet American Poets Award, the States and In many of the other
The group has been together ourselves and society. If we Eastern. David said that Easthighest honor accorded a poet, countries of the world. His
ern has a "beautiful campus." laureate and Eastern's author- Stuart
hi. first college ..»»-_ _*
There were numerous favor- ln-residence will address the addressdelivered
at Eastern 31 years ago. ~~, ™ the Mountains," reable comments from students weekly
mbly Wednesday.
A world-traveler, Stuart par- ceived the Academy of Arts and
concerning the concert Connie The Hiram Brock Auditorium ticipated in a State Department Sciences Award In 1941 and
Davis, sophomore from Louis- program will begin at 10:80 sponsored nine month cultural "Taps for Private Tussle" reville said. "They have a lot of a.m.
exchange assigned In India, la- ceived the Thomas Jefferson
enthusiasm and the songs they
Memorial Award in 1943 and
in the afternoon at Walnut •»* J^*^ A<l™c*t PakteUa' waa selected aa on the masterring are those that will last"
Hall
of
the
Keen
Johnson
StuF°™">»*.
•»>
&»«•
pieces In world literature In
He
A native of Miami Beach,
Union Building Stuart will
taught for one year at the 1992. It was also a book-ofFla., Lennle Nagler expressed dent
attend
an
autographing
party
American
University
In
Carlo.
the-month club selection In 1943.
his
'They're
no *Peter,
nts view.
VICW.
ilKJJ ■» ■»*
*,*••, *„__ A K.OA
While there,
he was a temporary
Paul and Mary but they're ^m —2-5.30
_ _,
_ ail
In101U.
1946.JIU
his "Man
rfifl|| »T
With
1U1 OaP^UI
BunCoptoe of Stuart's books may ■"»..«..»»* ■■■ *■■ «ul>J- Tongue Plow" waa selected as
good." Denny Kelley, a sophomore decided that "their style be purchase in the book store ^*^S"l"Si*S."i?*2 one of the 100 best book, in
or in the lobby of the student !!?1th.i^nr^m*teri*1 ■"' °Ut ^«"» and one of tha 1.000
waa different"
of the country.
gMt hoflta ^ ^ ^^ ^
"Tremendous voice" was how Union Just prior to the party.
Some
of
Stuarts
books
are
Stuart
a
native
of
Greenup
1949, "The Thread That Runs So
Jim Lowe a sophomore, described Diane della Rosa. Tax "My Land Has a Voice," County, has published more True" was chosen aa the best
Roddick from Winchester said "Stuart's Reader," "Hold Aprtt," than two dozen book, and 800 book of the year by the National
Education Association.
their performance would have "Red Mule," "Hie to Hunters," short stories.
"God's Oddllng," 'The Thread
His first book of poems, "Man
"My Land Has a Voice" has
been better If a larger crowd That
Run So True," "Man with With a Bull-Tongue Plow," was Just been published, it to a colhad attended.
a Bull-Tongue Plow," "The a best-seller. Another book of lection of his short stories.
Ludwid Von EUer, an art
Stuart holds five honorary
waa enthusiastic about v££%ffirZffiwE&
of poSHi^t^S,UMy ^&
the group. "They have an ex- ™£J™..A-Pmar*Wortbot published In 1962, was also a doctorate degrees. Including the
ceptlonally good sound. They'll ^J™^
._. ., best-seller. Hto latest collection aoctor of literature degrees
•The Year of My Rebirth, of poem., "Hold April," was from the University of Kenmake it to the top.1
"Plowshare la Heaven," and published In May. 1982. Thto tucky. Marietta College, and
Skip Francis, a sophomore "Taps
for Private Tussle" are marked the first time the pub- Morris Harvey College, the docfrom Middletown, Ohio, summed other Stuart
favorites.
llahtng giant ever brought out a tor of humanities degree from
up the performance of David,
Eastern's author-ln-resldence and Kentucky's poet laureate
The public is Invited to tha volume of serious verse.
Lincoln Memorial University,
della Rosa and Brooks by the
will speak and sign autographs during his autograph party
His works have received hon- and an honorary doctor of laws
use of a popular term, I'think afternoon program.
David, della Rosa, and Brooks sang at a concert commemoratin Walnut Hall. Everyone to cordially Invited.
A winner of the Academy of on throughout the Umted degree from Baylor University.
they're really groovy."
ing President Martin's sixth year at Eastern.

Trio Performs At Concert
For Sixth Anniversary Fete

Poet Laureate Visits Campus

Stuart To Autograph Novels, Address Frosh

Trio Entertains At Celebration

Wednesday Is 'Jesse Stuart Day*
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Twenty Questions . . .

A Student On The Welfare Committee?

.

SOME DISCUSSION has arisen among
students on campus as to the possibility of
having one of their peers, another student,
serving on the Student Welfare Committee.
This particular proposal demands
some further serious consideration and investigation by both the administration and
the students.
The idea of a student on the Welfare
Committee has aroused some of our owk
curiosity about the Committee in generak
The Student Welfare Committee is,
from what we have been able to ascertain,
a controversial, little-known body that has
un-publicized meetings (when it does convene) and whose decisions are apparently
guarded with doak-and-danger secrecy; for,
to the best of our knowledge, no one ever
knows who appears before the Committee
or what the Committee's decisions are.
According to Eastern's "Faculty-Staff
Handbook," it is an administrative committee ".i. composed of faculty members appointed by the President of Eastern and approved by the Board of Regents. The
committee is empowered with the duties
which concern the general welfare of students and it, more specifically, deals with
serious discipline problems."
Now come the questions. Who are
the members of the Committee, or is this
"top secret?" If so, why are the names
kept un-revealed? Does membership include just faculty, or do deans from the Office of Student Affairs also sit on the Committee? Who defines the expression "the
general welfare of students," which this
Committee is charged to guard so religiously? Does the Committee really guard and
protect the students' welfare? . If so, how?
What is mean by "serious discipline problems?" Who brings these problems before the Committee? What is the procedure in which they are handled?
Our big question, however, is this: if
the Committee exists for and is primarily
concerned with the "general welfare of
students," why have a large majority of
the students never heard of the organization; and why is nearly everything about the
Committee so secretive and mysterious, as
far as the Student Body as a whole is concerned?
We admit that we don't know the
answers to the above questions, and we
doubt seriously that many other students
do either. We plead ignorance and beg
to make innocent inquiry.
We are waiting for someone to enlighten us and
ngnrcn
ana to remove the suspicions and
doubts that grow out of our lack of knowledge and our misinformation.
Meanwhile, let us ponder the suggestion that a student be named to this body.
According to the Handbook dted earlier,

only faculty members can be named to the
Committee. This stipulation immediately
lunits the scope of the Committee. Should
not a body that has the important function
of safeguarding the Welfare of the students
be as diversified as possible in membership? In this particular group, as with 99
per cent of all other groups on campus, the
entire college community should at least
be. represented. Thus the Committee
should draw its membershipr from— all
—— three
»■■■ ■■
sections of the campus populace—faculty,
administration, and Student Body.
Is there some reason why students
should not have a voice in their own wdfare? What is there about the Student

%

II. The Kentucky Intercollegiate
Press Association hereby adopts the following prindples to promote responsible
journalism.
1. The student press, in order to act
in the best interest of the college community, shall have the right to present all the
facts objectively.
2. The responsibility of the student
press is to try to ascertain as much as possible all the facts from informed and reliable sources.
3. The student press shall have access to information without restrictions
other than those necessary to protect the
right of privacy of individuals, or those
generally necessary and essential to the
conduct of the institution's affairs; and
members of the press must be free from
threats or reprisals by either administrative
or campus factions seeking to prevent a
reasonable scrutiny of any situation.
N 4. The student press shall provide an

CAMPUS

m

raid

Welfare Committee that makes it impossible, impractical, or (inadvisable for a student to serve on the Committee?
Admittedly, the question of student
membership on the Committee cannot be
thoroughly considered or properly evaluated
until the previous questions on the Committee itself are satisfactorily answered. Once
the complete and true nature of the Committee is understood by all, once the exact
purpose
»--w»-|*vww of
VA« the
un. body
IAAI» is
» defined,
uciiucU| and
juiu once
mice
the functional procedures of the group are
established, then we will have the proper
light available for studying in more detail
the feasibility of a student sitting on the
Student Wdfare Committee.

Let's See Some Action

Code Committee, Where Are You?
WHAT HAS HAPPENED to the Student
Code Committee?
Because so far this year we've heard
hardly any mention of the Committee and
the Code it is supposedly compiling, we
must make one of the following conclusions: the interest and concern originally
held for the Code by the students themselves and by the Student Council have died
or burned out; the Committee is being
stifled in its work by lade of cooperation
from students, the Student Council, and
administrators; or the present committee
members have become laxed in their efforts to fulfill their responsibilities and
thus suffer from a lack of enthusiasm for
what they are supposed to be accomplishing.
Whatever the case, if there is ever to
be a Code compiled and put into operation
so that eventually there will*~be.~»u».
someawnsemblance of a mature university atmosphere
on our campus, the persons with whom the
responsibilities of this Code lie had
better get the Committee into action immediately.
Last year's Committee, composed of
students appointed by the Student Council
and of faculty appointed by President Martin, labored long and hard to bring into
existence a set of policies and guidelines
that would successfully direct the behavior
and conduct of Eastern students, the purpose being to bring about a positive attitude rather than a negative one.
That Committee submitted last spring
an outline of the proposed Code and
rough draft of much of its contents. What
has happened to these products and achievements ? Are they being completed and finalized for presentation to the students?
We hope that last year's accomplishments have not been wasted or abandoned,

KIPA By-laws And Principles
poster Responsible Journalism
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association, meeting
recently for its fall convention at Western
Kentucky University, adopted two additions to the by-laws of its constitution.
The PROGRESS, being an active
member of KIPA, subscribes to an believes
in the following statements of principles,
sections II and III of the Kentucky Inter
collegiate Press Association.)

6ATV

opportunity for expressions of opinions of
any member of the college community.
5. The student press shall be available to all members of the college community.
6. The editor accepts the responsibility for the paper and its contents. In no
case shall a representative of a university,
whether a board or faculty member, have
the implied or the express power of prior
censorship.
7. No editor shall be removed from
office without adherence to a pre-established due process. The editor shall have
the right to appeal any action taken against
him, the paper, and its staff.
8. The student press shall avoid the
expression of personal animosities and
should be guided by the canons of good
taste.
9. The student press shall foster intellectual honesty and have the courage to
stand up for truth even against the weight
of popular opinion or pressure groups.
10. The student press shall strive to
operate under arrangements which permit
financial autonomy or, if possible, complete
financial independence.
III. The Kentucky Intercollegiate
Press Association hereby adopts the following statement of advertising policy to be
subscribed to by its member papers.
Progress advertising is intended to
help the reader buy. Any false or misleading advertising should be reported to
the Progress office, or brought to the attention of the advertiser.

anal

for they were indeed a major step down the
avenue approaching mature and responsible
student conduct.
For the sake of the students and what
they have at stake, the present Committee
(if there is one) must become active and
productive. The Code must be finished
and implemented before this academic year
has ended. Procrastination will only
worsen the situation.
Let's have some action! Let's see
some results!

THE LAST MARTYR
Who tells our nation's story
Leads its strife
Condemns its weakness
Glorifies its life
Our Flag!

Her flash of colors
Come to stand
For all a brimming, noble, youthful land.
And would we let this—glory's symbolfall
(A shame to all. A tragedy to all.)
Unheeded on cold, bleak, and muddy sand?
Speak! Would we.see that white turn
dingy gray,
That stood fort purity and truth and holy
night?
Or could we let those very stars grow dim
That once bore hope and wisdom through
the warring night?
There is a prophecy in this
Today I saw, like blood, drop warm
nna Cftmson m
And
crimson in the
'*>' flood
pood and storm
Tl
" striPe wbicb once blew red and sure
Across a field of white that once was pure.
The people were on every hand.
They turned their backs and let the hot
blood fall—
A shame
A grief
A tyranny to allUnheeded
On cold, black, and muddy sand.
—Phyllis Engleman

Anniversary Concert Indicative?

A Good Show; WillThereBeMore?
VERSATILITY, TALENT, humor, wit,
and sarcasm abounded on the stage in
Alumni Coliseum last week at the annual
Anniversary Concert commemorating Dr.
Martin's inauguration as Eastern's sixth
President.
David, della Rosa, and Brooks demonstrated exceptionally wdl in their twohour performance that they are indeed one
of the nation's most outstandingly unique
new groups.
If one can believe Peter, Paul and
Mary, the Beatles, the Four Seasons, the
Lettermen, Peggy Lee, and Ricky Nelson
all combined in one group of two men and
one woman, then one can believe David,
della Rosa, and Brooks.
Granted, the evening's activities were
a little different from what one would ordinarily expect for an anniversary conceit.
The group's polished musical exhalations
we anticipated and accepted warmly; but
the wit, the humor, the sarcasm, the satire,
the asides (yes, even the political jokes)
that were injected periodically surprised and
dumbfounded us a little at times. But we
assume as they apparendy did, that they
were playing to an open-minded, intelligent,
mature audience.
We were quite fortunate to have had
these remarkable young entertainers on our
campus. The only disappointing aspect of
the concert was the meager audience. Undoubtedly a great deal of money was spent
to get such performers here, but the attendance was so poor that we question whether or not such efforts by the institution to

Hate, Sex, Violence ■ . .

American Crime Must Be Preserved
By PAUL DANISH
The CwBegUte Press Service
A word about crime.
There's been a lot of concern about crime
lately. Crime seema to be the best thing' to
come around since the I Love Lucy show. There
la crime In the street*. There la crime in the
country. There la crime In the unlrerslUea.
Everybody |a against crime. Why not?
It's safe.
Honesty, however, dictates us to write
a slight dissent Into the record.
When it comes to crime we're for it.
Because you are.
We sen newspapers on crime news because
you devour them.
A good Juicy murder Is the best emotional
catharsis that can be had next to war. Nothing
Utuates the public appetite like hate, sex, and
violence. You love It
The reason you love It Is because It gtves
you a chance to vent your spleen.
"An ax murder Is a music room?"
"How awful."
"There ought to be a low."
"String up the son of a bitch."
"It's the work of outside agitators."
"Throw them all in the brig."
Incipient Fascism For Jastlce
There Is a little right wing maniac la all of
:
? *"£ * report °* * crtm« °* violence la perhaps the only time we have to Indulge this
human, all too human, falling. It Is the one
time we can—with perfect safety—demand that
we scrap our democratic Ideals and replace
them with the rough, gut sort of justice that
Is In essence Incipient fascism.
"They ought to string the bastard up"
better people if we could work our frustrations
off by taking vengeance on those who put themselves beyond good and evil. Society has always demanded Its pound of flesh; maybe our
Teah, that's the answer. Kin.
KU1 for law. Kin for order. Kin for
peace. Kill. Kill. Kill.
We'U be better men if we kin Richard
Speck. Civilisation win crumble if we don't

gas Joseph Morse. Be might be Innocent or
he might be guilty, but who gives a damn. The
Important thing U that we feel clean again.
Court Rough on Oops?
The supreme court is too rough on the
cops. So amend the constitution. It was made
to protect honest folks. Folks like you and L
Paragons of the community. Like Charles
Whitman.
The point is that If the American experience
means anything It means that liberty and freedom and justice are god-given rights, and they
don't fold up the first time some psychopath
decides to sssaaslnate the human race.
If our vaunted freedom Is worth anything
—the self-same freedom which we have shinned
300,000 men half way around the world to defend—it has to be durable enough to withstand
the onslaughts of syndicalist violence.
Whether or not it is remains to be" seen.
A couple of spent awilar murders, and half the
country Is primed to strike the second amendment from the BUI of Rights. The same people
don't seem to be particularly adverse to knocking out the 4th, 5th, 8th, 7th, and 8th, either—
if they can be guaranteed the right to pUy
in the streets after dark.
^^
■very Man as Vlrtaoos as Use Next
Democracy, however, requires that we assume the criminal Is the exception
even If
there are enough of them around to make the
or
00
£^'!?£J
"**-assume
K wethat
really
do
Believe la freedom, t"*
we must
every

man—no matter how depraved and corrupt he
seema la as virtuous aa every other man, until
proven otherwise In a court of law. And not
a kangaroo court
The reason we fight and dU for democracy
U to guarantee that every mdrridualwul^
celve the dignity that should be accorded to
him by virtue of the fact that ha la a Tim
Bich man, poor man, beggarman, thief,
ful Inefficient, even dangerous. Get rid of It,
and you can have law and order
Tou can walk the streets In perfect safety
You can have the trams nsi« tsnT
And you can die a little and go to hen.

get name entertainers for Eastern is appreciated by the students and faculty.
The show was free and it was outstanding. Why did the group have to play
to less than half a house?
One program the PROGRESS strongly
advocates is the securing of "big name"
performers for the campus. But if we
can't provide the audiences, then we can't
get the entertainment,
Numerous other Kentucky colleges
. have already had "caravans of stars" and
nationally famous groups appearing on
their campuses this fall, and we are campaigning for some "big name" performers
to stage a show here before the end of this
semester. We have in mind something like
the Peter, Paul and Mary appearance last
January.
Students are constantly clamoring for
more entertainment; but after the ridiculous
turnout for the Anniversary Concert, we
wonder if they really mean what they say
and we wonder whether or not they would
enthusiastically support efforts to secure
performers.
We'll keep trying, however, if you
students will help us.
_

LETTERS^™ EDITOR,
BAD SCENE AT THE MOVIES
Dear Editor,
Tonight I spent one of the most disillusioning evenings of my life. It la truly a sad
moment when one realises that the future of
America is going to be strongly affected by
some of the persons who garnish the founds
and buildings of campuses like Eastern's
Unfortunately, the persons who wffl probably read this letter are the ones who suffer
•Jong with myself, and do not have anything to
do with the display of crude, blind Ignorance

(Continued on Page 3)
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Speaker Ban Lifted
By Trustees' Decision

McGill °°

(ACP)—Two candidate* for pubHc offlc*
were allowed to speak on the University of
Delaware campus October 28 as the result of
a board of trustees' resolution suspending an administrative ban on the debate.
Too trustees' executive committee resolution authorised the president of the university
to permit a debate between incumbent Democrat Harris B. McDowell and his opponent for
a set In the U.S. House of Representatives,
William v. Roth.
The administration had refused to allow
the two men to speak on the basts of three
trustees' resolutions which Interpreted a section of the university charter. The resolutions
expressly forbade the university to "grant permission to any political or religious organisation
outside of the University Itself to use the lands
or buildings of the University for any purpose
whatsoever."
Various student groups on campus quickly
added their voices to a Student Government
Association proposal that the university "make
a reappraisal of this decision." Faculty support
from the American Association of University
professors was also forthcoming.
Continued pressure, both on and off campus,
led to the emergency trustee meeting and to the
decision to allow the debate in this Instance.
George Worrllow, vice-president for university affairs, said, however, that the trustee
ruling was a temporary one and that the speaker policy would be examined in depth at a later
meeting.

Finest Ever On The Battlefield

ierican 'Soldier'

The

Cong tried to blackmail them out of it
By RALPH McGlLL
Notes after An Khe, Viet Nam —- But they voted. They are beginning to
Morale of the Americans fighting here is understand the relationship of government
high despite the climate, the heat; the with people.
"To me," said the General, "some of
rivers, swamps, jungles, floods; frustrating _
guerrilla warfare; and the presence of my experiences have been almost incompreNorth Vietnamese regulars in growing hensible. To see troops well trained,
force. This fact is noted by every person motivated, running when they hit the
who has come here and seen and talked ground from helicopters in our assaults,
coming back after battle to interest themwith them.
"This well may be the finest young selves in building school rooms, helping
soldier we have ever put on the battlefield, the sick Vietnamese get treatment, doing
said Major General John Norton, com- a job for a village such as showing it how
mander of the famous 1st Air Cavalry to cap a well or create more sanitation—
Division. "This is not to detract from the I say again, this may well be the finest
performances of our troops in other wars. young soldier we've ever put on the battleThe men in this war are well led, equipped field."
"To Build A Nation"
and supported as others have been. But
What General Norton said about the
these soldiers have been put down with the
people they have come to help because of soldier, sailor and Marine may be said,
a principle. I sometimes think we forget," too, of the generals. Cynical propagansaid the philosophical general, "that the dists in the United States who assert that
wars our nation has fought have had in professional military men "want war," that
them the support of the principle of free- war is "their trade" and that they seek to
dom. This is true of this war. The "continue war" do a callous injustice to the
soldiers know it. They like the Vietnamese decent men in command. Commanding
officers, from General Westmoreland on
people. The people like them.
down into the ranks, have set the example
A Principle of Freedom
of committing both officers and men to
"Each unit adopts a village in the area helping the South Vietnamese to build a
where it is based. Our troops and their
nation.
officers are interested in helping these
This really is the second war being
people build a nation. The Korean troops,
fought here. When the French pulled
who perform so well, are an example of out, the Viet Cong had an argument. There
what can be done. In 15 years they and was little education in the country. There
their nation have come a long way. We were only meager health facilities. There
helped them because of a principle of freewas no understanding of the meaning or
dom.
purpose of representative government.
"The problem here is perhaps even
The Viet Cong's first failures lay in
more difficult," continued the General. an utter lack of interest of providing these
"The Viet Gong, having lost the war they long-missing ingredients of civilized life—
thought they had won just a short time education, health, justice. There was an
ago, now resort to murdering, terrorizing, infrastructure of Communist organizations.
and starving their own people.
But it was conspiratorial. It was corrupt
"In the past 10 years some 15,000 in that it imposed heavy taxes, broke down
village leaders have been killed by the Viet village organizations, and imposed rule by
Cong. What would this mean to the fear and terror.
United States if in 10 years the leading men
The War—Far From Being Won
in our towns and cities had been killed off?
The war here has not, of course, been
"Our young troops like helping. I won. It is far from being won. But prooften wish the people at home could see gress has been made. The Viet Cong canwhat they have done here. They have pro- not win a military victory. The South
vided, through there civic action program, Vietnamese cannot attain political stability
seven schools in their area. The local in their new assembly until the Viet Cong
people did the work. They build their infrastructure is broken. The British did
schools. For the first time in their lives this in Malaya. There it was easier. The
local children now can go to high school Communist terrorists were of another ethhere in this area."
nic group—and therefore recognizable.
This correspondent has made a point Here the progress is slower. But the Viet
of visiting schools built by local people with Cong itself has admitted it cannot win a
materials provided by the American sold- military decision. The job now will be to
iers. The latter have helped do the work root it out of the villages and the areas
now and then when an unknown skill was where it has sanctuaries.
needed. They have built, for example, a
This is a new sort of war. But the
concrete and cement slab for a school room principle of freedom is involved. The
or so. The Vietnamese have put up the self interest of the United States—and all
classrooms.
the Western nations—also is involved in
"I believe," commented General Nor- varying degreesr This part of Asia cannot
ton, "that everything our soldiers have given be left as a vacuum for China to fill.
was evaluated by the election. The people (Dttribntod INI by The Hall Syndicate, lac.)
(An Rlshta Reserved)
were not compelled to vote. The Viet
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"But, It's Such a Little Bitty Kitty'
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Child Of The University

Students vs. Grade Point Standing
(ACP)—Do tests really contribute anything to education? asks the Campos Chat,
North Texas State University.
They are not an Infallible measure of a
student's academic ability, nor do they prompt
the student to develop his talents and Interests
to the fullest
But because professors place such great
emphasis on the outcome of exams, the student
begins to play a giant guessing game—what
will the professor have on his test?
Two students converse. One says, "Don't
read chapter nine. George, had Professor X
last semester and he said there are no questions
from that chapter."
"Thanks," the other says. "By the way,
I heard he asks only detailed questions, so
don't bother with the big stuff."
Meanwhile, a third student might be busy
selling copies of tests.
Like computers, these students tend to spit
back memorised knowledge while their own
ideas decay. They don't nave time to develop
their own Ideas because they're too busy playing the guessing game. Such a system defeats the purpose of higher education.
How could students be evaluated? Give
them passing or falling grades based on the
amount of work they do? Let them do re-

search papers and use their own ideas Instead
of memorizing someone else's. The elimination
of tests would make courses more enjoyable,
more Interesting and more meaningful for
both teacher and student

77c
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DINNER

$1.00

$1.00

FRIED
CHICKEN

ROAST

too frequently shown at the campus movie.
For those who search no further than that
freckle on the Up of their noses, I dedicate this
letter.
The youth of today protests that he is not
allowed his basic freedoms. "Tm not allowed
to do anything. Everybody tries to tell me
what to do and what to wear. Tm capable of
deciding for myself. 'Tm a man." I ask in
all sincerity: Is a man one who constantly
blurts out coarse, childish, Inconsiderate nothings In public? If he does these things then
perhaps he should not protest for those freedoms he misuses.
What our "Mr. Overagad Adolescent" does
not seem to realise Is that there are others
around him who also have freedoms which he
so masterfully misuses. He is given the opportunity to act as an adult at the campus
movie, for there is little or no supervision. Yet,
when placed in this situation, where he can
display the maturity he claims to possess, he
falls flat on his face.
Isn't It time you looked beyond that
freckled nose of yours and began noticing the
people and world around you? Life can be
an obnoxious bore if you are the only one you
see. It Is a shame we have to suffer for your
"freedoms."
Anthony D. Scarfone

GIFTS FOR HER - GIFTS FOR HIM

AN EDITORIAL NOTE
Tonight's basketball game with Transylvania triggers the opening of "Big E's"
1966-67 roundball season. Note this: in
1925, Eastern's girls' basketball team defeated Transylvania's girls' team by a whopping score of 2 to 0.
Good luck tonight, Colonels. It's
your turn to tromp Transy, boys.

MARIOS
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OUR OWN "MYRNA" CANTRICI*
NYLONS MAKI FLATTERING GIFTS
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Two Vnyubtea. Freshly isJnd Bread and Butter with each Meal!
Save 10% ON AM Moots by Using our Med Tkkets.

s
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Save on elastic lcgl
briefs with famous Gold Meds
label! Lace, embroidery f roi
40-denier nylon tricots in whit
or fashion colors. Sizes 5 to 8.

Our own brand Beamleaa sheer Cantrece* nylons
for wrinkle-free, impeccable fit. Choose from a
lovely selection of fashion colors. Sizes 8V4-U-

77c
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SPECIAL

SOUTH SECOND STRSBTT

MEN'S NO-IRON
WHITE DRESS SHIRTS

CHRYSLERS
IMPORT CARS

only

3.99

Permanent-press Dacron* polyester-cottons with semi-spread
collars, long sleeves.
Sizes 14 to 17.

Simca - Alpine
Tiger - Minx
Sunbeam
You always
Alpine
Imp
save at
RICHMOND MOTOR COMPANY Hewbeny's
Tor the lost w Economy Aotowebikw.
cot or see Gip Forke or Lester Eversok"

SHOE HORN * BRUSH
Ebony-black plsseic shoe
horn with csrved drsgon
hesds snd long-hsndled
brush. Both with metal hang-

rings.

••£

Men's nylon bristle club
brush, mstching clothes
brush and 7* comb. With
Lustrex plsstic backs. Gift

^

a.99

All items OPaUaUe im most stores.

Colonels Open Season With Pioneers

Eastern Progress, Thuri., Dae. 1, 1966, Paga 4

Cross Country Team Captures Title

For coach Jim Baechtold and ington will become the finest dominated squad.
his Colonel basketball team, guard to wear the Maroon and
The true story of the Colonels'
Thursday night will begin a sea- White before he graduates.
potential will not be known
son long adventure into a realm
Teaming with Washington at until after games later this
of competition that has not been the other guard slot will be month with Marshall and Dayexperienced at the Richmond sophomore Joe Prats, Mansfield, ton, according to Baechtold.
school durng Baechtold's reign Ohio. The 5-11 speedster is beCoach Jack Adams Freshman
as basketball mentor.
ing counted on to supplement squad, led by All-Staters Toke
Finishing his third year as head cross country coach, Connie
Coleman,
Cynthiana, Chester
Baechtold will unveil a start- the uncanny passing and ballSmith has built the Eastern cross country program Into one
Rose, Hazard, and Willie Woods,
that is recognized as one of the top In the nation. In three ing lineup that features three handling of Washington.
Garfleld Smith, 6-7 Camp- Louisville, open its campaign
years, Smith has won the OVC Cross Country Championships sophomores, a Junior, and a
Lexington YMCA in a
and finished second only once. The cross country team compiled senior, neither of whom have bellsvillc Junior, will open at the against
a 9-1 record this year and was 10 and 0 last year. Smiths ever started a collegiate varsity pivot slot with lofty expecta- 5:45 preliminary.
contest.
Season tickets are still on
tions of carrying a large share
teams have compiled an overall 27 and 4 record.
In addition, the Colonels ros- of the scoring and rebounding sale at the Athletic Ticket OfCoach Smith came to Eastern from Martin West High
fice.
Individual game tickets
School in Illinois. He coached Hillsdale High School in San ter will show nine sophomores chores previously held by Bodgo on sale Thursday. Athletic
Mateo, Calif, where he compiled 84 straight victories and was on a squad of thirteen when kin.
rated the Number One X-Country team in the nation In 1961. they oppose Transylvania In the
Sophomore Clint Arnold, Wy- director Glenn Presnell said that
The top team was picked for the best time for the 10 mile opener in Alumni Coliseum at oming, Ohio, and Dick Clark, several good seats are still
run which each runner runs two miles. In his nine years of i p.m.
North Baltimore, Ohio, the lone available, both season tickets
coaching, Smith has compiled an unbelievable record of 131
Gone from last year's OVC senior in the starting lineup, and for the Tranay game.
wins against only 16 setbacks.
runner-up squad which posted a will man the forward positions
Smith graduated from Southern Illinois University and 16-9 slate are six lettermen, four for the
Colonies. Baechtold
received his degree in Physical Education and Health.
of whom were starters.
hopes that Clark's speed and
Coach Smith commented that he liked to
Jumping ability,
All-conference
guard
Bill exceptional
coach the distance runners are so dedicated
Walton, now a graduate assis- teamed with Arnold's strength
and work hard in order to become a success.
tant under Baechtold, 6-8 for- and scoring punch, will provide
To demonstrate this fact, Brent Arnold and
ward Jerry Blsbey, and 6-9 an adequate combination.
Harold Burke are two of the runners on the
center John Carr are among the
Reserve strength at the guard
team and finished seventh and twelfth respecdeparted.
position will come from senior
tively in the conference. These two outstandBut the most sorely missed Doug Clemmons, Edmonton. An
ing runners are not on a scholarship due to
performer will be Eddie Bodkin, occasional starter last year,
the lack of scholarships. This Is true dedicathe No. 1 all-time scorer in East- Clemmons has been slowed by
tion.
ern history. Bodkin, a three- an ankle Injury but is expected
Last year's team was loaded with talent and ability and time all conference pick, domi- to be ready for Tuesday night's
finished with an unblemished record. This years' team was nates the Colonel record book. contest.
The Eastern cross country team, paced by
the closest finisher as the BlueRalders mannot as strong but desire and hard work took over and the
To make up for lack of exSophomores Gary Paul, LouisGrant Colehour, ran ragged over the opposiaged 66 points. All-American Colehour finteam came back and took the conference even without the perience and height, Baechtold ville, and Paul Bryant, Irvine,
tion in the annual OVC meet. The Colonel
ished first with a time of 20:28 to establish
help of some of the top runners which did not return to school. will counter with an attack with and junior Jerry Jones, Richrepr
;prj*entatives scored a low 27 points to
a new course record.
Ail-American Grant Colehour, which finished sixth in the speed as its forte.
mond, will provide help on the
dor
ornate the scoring. Middle Tennessee was
national meet, ran 47th In the Illinois State Cross Country meet
Leading the new Colonel at- front line.
in his senior year. This type of attitude Is the prevailing mark tack will be 5-11 sophomore
Eastern's
crack cross-country twenty-eight seconds, eclipsing satisfaction with his team's perThe Colonels have been placed
of Smith's teams; hard work and a striving for excellence. guard Bobby Washington, for- fifth in the conference pre-seateam swept to its second con- the old standard of 20:59. The formance." Our kids performed
Smith stated, "The team has the best spirit and get along with mer Lexington Dunbar All- son polls due to the unknown
secutive Ohio Valley Conference Eastern sophomore finished 56 like they always do. We comeach other better than any team I have ever coached."
UUe as the Colonels easily out- seconds in front of his nearest pete though; that's the differstater Baechtold believes Wash- potential of the sophomore- COACH BAECHTOLD
This years' team broke the old course record by 1:37. This
classed their opposition in the rival, Tennessee Tech's Terry ence between us and other
mark was established last year and seemed to one that would
annual conference meet here to- Byrd.
teams,'' the Colonel mentor
day.
not be broken easily. This years' team did and by 18 seconds
James Beasley and Ivan Scholl noted.
per man. The old mark was 108:56 while the new course record
Led by Grant Colehour's re- took third and fourth places reEastern finished its season
is 107:19.
cord breaking pace, the Colonels spectively, for the Colonels. with 9-1 slate, the only blemish
Coach Smith wants to make Eastern cross country the best
took four of the first seven Harold Burke, seventh, and being a defeat at the hands of
In the country and so far he has done a tremendous job In getplaces to defeat their closest Brent Arnold, twelvth, rounded Ball State. With only one senior
ting this reputation started. He commented, "Personally, I
rival, Middle Tennessee, by 27 out Coach Conan Smith's run- on his
sophomore-dominated
feel that we are not taking full advantage of the opportunity
to 66.
ners in the field of 52 thinlies squad, Smith looks for another I
to gain national publicity from some of our so-called minor
banner
season
next year.
Colehour covered the very who covered the four mile
sports such as swimming, tennis, golf, and casket ball. We
hilly Madison
Country Club course.
Roy
Kidd
is
well
aware
that
touchdown
and
22-20
victory.
be
ready
to
get
even
next
year."
have some great individuals in this school In the so-called minor he Just produced the most sucSmith
expressed
extreme
Kidd has good reason to look course in twenty minutes and
Then, against Tennessee Tech,
sports such as swimming; two All-Americans from last year
and our Grant Colehour this year in cross country as an example. cessful football team in over a a mental error was all it took to forward to next year. He loses
defeat Eastern. The teams bat- only four players off his entire
We can gain national prestige In athletics as well as academics decade at Eastern.
He also realizes that the team tled on even terms In a sea of squad. And, to make things
If wc get the backing of everyone concerned and our minor
sports can play a great part in helping our total athletic program broke 23 school records and tied mud with the exception of one even better, there are only four
five more. And he can look to play—by Tech—that resulted in juniors.
and Eastern toward the top as a University."
touchdown. Final
score:
Gone next year will be the
The team has certainly proven Itself as they have defeated next year with even more con- a
Eleven
members
of
the
of the Year" in the OVC.
Tech 7, Eastern 3.
nucleus of the Colonels' stingy Colonel football squad received Player
a total of 55 teams and lost to only one in the past two years. fidence.
His nine interceptions this seaBut,
at
the
same
time,
when
defensive
secondary,
Buddy
This record stands as a tribute to Coach Smith and his dedicated
And who can forget Tommy
mention on the All OVC teams son and 24 career Interceptions
runners. Congratulations to the Cross Country team and con- Kidd remembers the 1966 foot- "Big Play" Gray? Eastern Pfaadt and Mike Smith, as well chosen by the league's coaches. are both conference records.
ball season there'll always be was assured of a victory over as linebackers Rich Slvulich and
tinued success for them all.
First team selections include Smith was the league-leading
that slight tinge of regret. He'll Morehead until Gray started his Ron DeVingo.
Jim Guice and battery-mate
returner with a 15.3 averlook back and remember three antics. Then, with ten seconds
"Pfaadt is the best defensive Aaron Marsh. Split-end Marsh punt
age on 28 returns for 427 yards.
plays in particular.
back
in
the
country,—bar
none,"
to go, Gray scored a touchdown.
was on the receiving end of 52
Fred Trolke, guard, Bob TarIt was those three plays that When the buzzer sounded, the Kidd said. "He's got a knack passes for a record-breaking 870
spelled the difference between scoreboard read: Morehead 21, for being where the ball is . . . yards and 11 touchdowns. Guice, vin, tackle, and tailback Hervictory and defeat as the Eastern 19.
naturally football savvy ... an the league's leading passer with man Carter were chosen on the
offensive team. Tackle
Colonels finished the season
All-American
if I've ever seen 1468 yards, set a conference re- second
And so it was. The Colonels
Miller Arritt was listed on the
with 7-3 record.
one."
cord with 117 completions in a defensive unit.
For example, against Middle lost three games by a total of
That's saying a lot, but single season.
Honorable mention selectees
Tennessee. Eastern led 20-13 eight points.
Pfaadt has the statistics to supDefensive standouts Buddy from the Colonel squad include
"Sure, you can't help but port it.
with 1:37 to go. The Colonels,
Pfaadt
and
Mike
Smith
were
backed deep in their own terri- wonder what might have hapHe closed out his career on a first team defense selections. linebacker Jim Moberly, wingtory, decided to give up a safety pened IF," Kidd said when high note last Saturday in East- Pfaadt was named "Defensive back John Tazel, and defensive
back Harry Lenz.
to avoid the possibility of a asked about the three losses. ern's 14-6 victory over Tampa
"But football is a game of-ifs. University. Pfaadt Intercepted
blocked punt.
The strategy drew praise I'm sorry we lost the wav jre two passes in that game, returnfrom many coaches, but It also did, but rm ev>n\ more proutf of ing one for a touchdown, and
spelled Eastern's doom.
The the kids for the way they re- finished the season with nine
safety made the score 20-15. covered each week.
interceptions for an OVC record.
Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
Thirty seconds later, a bit of
"This team had a lot of charIn his college career, Pfaadt
Raider razzle-dazzle provided a acter," he continued. "They'll intercepted 24 passes.

by

y.(MJUU

Thinclads Go All-out For Victory

Kidd Recalls Three Plays

1966 Team Merits Success

ElevenRate OVCMention

DIXIE

For Your
Snacks
and
Things

DRY CLEANERS

Where your clothes receive that
personal care that only long
experience can give.

Green's Barber Shop

We Guarantee To Please.

240 S. SECOND

PHONE 623-1368

&

BURGERMATIC

%?

serve you at all times,
and Cleo to shine your shoes

Thank You For Your Patronage

15c French Fries

CHICKEN BOXES
.

Fish Sandwiches

Chuckwagons

9^,*^ Located on the Eastern By-Pass

^<S^k»

•girthd^y in
DECEMBER. 1966

^
&**»&
DIAMOND

PURE WOOL-AUTOMATIC WABH a DRYI

AQUAknit'sY
America's classic pullover! Luxurious 2-ply
100% lambswool. Washes and dries in
automatic machines. Smart Saddle Shoulders. Guaranteed mothproof. Magnificent
colors. S-M-L-XL

ETT

TTMETO
TWHEW
YOUR
■DTHYERS

UCErlSE

?

^stfkxsa

200 * 214 HUH STREET

VBNDTtA.

McCORD JEWELRY
134 W. MAIN

KJLJiicoiroiiiio

.U.

KINDS

IS rr

Puri Vhrtin WocJ

Published as a public
sen ice by this newspaper.

Open Till
10 P. M.

FIVE COMPETENT BARBERS TO

HOME OF THE "BIG B" BURGER
15c Hamburgers 20c Shakes

CORNER OF SECOND and MAIN
Richmond, Ky.
See and try our new
Bar-Air-Vac System. Something new
in Hair Cutting
No Itching
No Scratching

It's
PURKEY'S
FOOD
MARKET

DIAL 623-2232

Kg HM Ave.
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Intramural Schedule

'65-'66 Cnlmmk Ertahliah 23 Records, Tie Five

• new record this year
Monday, December 5
« tied
Teams
Season Individual Record*
Cobbs—Wolfjaws
Greens—Bobcats
• Most points scored—56
Wnlfords—i' ilonels
(Larry Marmie, (1996) Bob
Raiders—Mlnutemen
Beck finished with 68 points.
Grubworms—Steelers
Marsh had 66 points.
Badgers—Rambling Wrecks
• Most touchdowns scored—9
Right Bank—Deansllsts
(Marmie) Beck, and Marsh
Cor/uptors—Husslers
had 11 each.
All Stars—Spartans
• Most passes completed—64
Jets— KTE
(Marmie) Gulce completed
Pioneers—Hedonists
117 for a new OVC record.
Zombies—Nuts
• Most passes attempted—120
Celtics—Faculty
(Tony Lanham, 1967) Gulce
Rackers—Round Ball Inc.
attempted 225.
Loutsvllllans—4-F"s
• Most yards total offense—956
Dols Boys—Suitcasers
(Marmie) Gulce had 1,443.
Tuesday, December 6
• Most touchdown passes
Sophisticates—Losers
thrown—11
Beefs Bomb—Deacons
(Roy Kldd, 1953) Gulce finished with 14.
Buckeyes—VMU
Mighty 7—Jesters
• Most passes received—37
(Fred Malins, 1965) Marsh
Bob's Bugh—AXI
Pilots—Ball Busters
caught 52. John Tazel has
Mugzies—Wolfmen
caught 34.
Snakes—Syndicate
' • Most passes Intercepted—7
JB and Famous Flames—Hotdogs
(Buddy Pfaadt, 1965) Pfaadt
had 9 this year, returning one
Bulldogs—Royals
Rebels—Buffaloes
■ - - . The Maroons allowed Tampa only two
for a touchdown.
Butch Green picks up valuable yardage
field
goals
and
remained
the
number
one
deBanchees—Undecldeds
• Most runs from scrlmage—
against the Tampa Spartans. The Colonels
Dodgers—Aggressors
fensive team In the Ohio Valley Conference.
114
eekcd out a 14 to 6 victory over the FloridTomcats—PBR's
(Herman Carter, 1965) Car• Most times punted—9
Most yards passing—180
Marconis—Lewis
ter carried the ball 134 times Tennessee this year.)
(Dave Lobo vs.
Western, Patriots—Deansllsts
(Marmie vs. Middle, 1965)
this year.
# Most pass completions—24
1963) Bob Plotts punted nine
• Most yards passing—730
Thursday, December 8
Middle Tennessee in 1965 Gulce passed for 288 against times against Bast Terjiessee
(Lanham) Guice has thrown (Guice completed 24 against Middle this year.
BOC (B)—Wolfjaws
lor 1,468 this season.
# Most
touchdowns
passes and Tampa.
Golden Eagles—Bobcats
Middle Tennessee this year.)
• Most yards punting—293
. f- Most touchdown passes re- # Fewest first down giver, up
Cobbs—Colonels
thrown—S
(Lobo)
Plotts
punted
387
. celved—5
(Gulce
shares
this
with
Roy
Martin 4—Mlnutemen
—4 .
yards
against
Tampa.
(Jim
Rice,
1952) Marsh
Miners—Steelers
Kldd and Bobby Lenderman).
Western
in
1953
and
1954,
and
•aught 11, representing a new
# Most passes receive<l—10
Single Season Team Record* Raiders—Rambling Wrecks
Tampa
in
1962.
East
Tennessee
,OVC mark.
(Malins against Middle, 1965) • Most passes completed—114 BOC (A)—Suitcasers
..• Most yardage on pass recelv- had four this year.
Marsh and Taael caught ten
(1965) The Colonels (Gulce) Vikings—Husslers
Single
Game
Kecords
■ Ing -525
Hudepohls—Faculty
against Middle this year.
completed
117 this year.
j (Rice) Marsh had 870, also a * Most passes attempted—21
Vagabonds—KTE
# Most receiving yardage—172
(Guice
vs.
Middle
Tenn.,
1965)
•
Most
passes
attempted—196
•onfercnce record.
Slnclalrs—Hedonists
(Malins vs. Middle, 1965)
Guice
attempted
45
against
(1956)
The
Colonels
passed
-f Mtwt times punted—48
Greens—Walfords
Marsh caught for 178 yards
Middle
this
year.
225
times
this
year.
(Malins) Bob Plotts had
Doc's Boy«—Spartans
against Middle this year.
•
Most
passes
completed—14
yunted 55 times.
• Most yards passing—1,389
Right Bank Round Ball Inc.
Most passes intercepted—8
(Marmie
vs.
Morehead,
1965)
W Most pass attempts—39
(1965) The Colonels finished Celtics—4-B"s
Pfaadt intercepted four
8
Guice
completed
24
against
J Middle Tennessee In 1965
Rackers—Loulsvinians
4
against Austin Peay this year. | with 1,468 yards this year.
Middle
this
year.
1 (Guice threw 45 against Middle

Insurance Need
of Eastern's Men

See BUDDY PIRTLE, Your
College MASTER Representative
FROM COAST TO COAST, YOUR LEADER
IN SALES TO COLLEGE MEN

•uuuaffiU

N;

A Good Deal They Weren't LION!"

MODERN
DRY CLEANERS
& LAUNDRY
E. IRVINE ST.

BIG HILL AVE.

Next to Kroger

Across from
Colonel Drive-In

Parking Lot

and Alteration Needs
Go where your Patronage is Appreciated.
PHONE 623-3985

N\>NNN\N\X\\

We Like Richmond, Home of
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

,

,N-V>-\NN\XNN\\X».\V\X '»'\N>.N \V'
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"When They Said The U-Club Was

shown consistent Improvement
By ROY WATSON
Eastern's
swimming Eels, In practice and are expected to
round Into top-notch perforwinners of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Swimming and Div- mers.
Walker (Bob) holds both the
ing Championships for the past
100-yard
four years, open their season school and state
Friday at the University of breaststroke record at 1:08.5. A
fierce competitor, he has already
Louisville.
bettered this time in practice by
"Inexperience." stated Coach two seconds.
Don Combs, "is our main handiFrench, used as a utility man
cap." Only five lettermen return from the team which fin- last year because of his verished 12th in
the
NCAA satility, will concentrate on the
championships last year. Two freestyle events. "Bob has the'
Juniors, six sophomores, and 12 potential to go under 50 for the
freshmen make up the squad 100 free," forcast Combs.
The main burden of the divCombs calls it "the most
enthusiastic group I have ever ing will rest on the shoulders
of
Holzaphel. While underhad."
All-America Johnny Warren, studying Warren, he finished
Fred Bartlett, and Charlie Tan- third in both the one-meter and
dy were among the six seniors three-meter events in the KISC.
who completed their eligibility. Combs calls him one of the braBartlett and Tandy were hon- vest divers he has ever seen, exorable mention All-Americana. hibited by his efforts In learning
7 Returning AU-Amerlca Rick new dives.
Four of the teams to defeat
Hill. Louisville, and Bill Walker,
Lexington, co-captaln the '66-67 the Eels last year are on their
edition of the Eels. They Join 12 meet '66-67 schedule. Among
Bob French. Cincinnati, Ohio, the Eels' more formidable opBob Walker, Lexington, and ponents are the Ohio college
Bill Holsaphel, Frederick. Md., champs, Kenyon, and Evansto form the nucleus of the ville, the Indiana champions.
squad. Hill and Walker together hold 11 of 16 Eastern
Laurel County. Kentucky has
team records. Both have set
numerous pool records at other won the top award in the nation for cour.ties In the 1966
schools.
Lettermen Walker (Bob), Keep America Beautiful conFrench, and Holzaphel have test.

For All Your Cleaning, Laundry

,

.NV\NX\V

5:00
5:00
5:00
5:00
6.00
6:00
6:00
6:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

Featuring

Every day as you eat in the Ideal
Restaurant... you have a chance
of eating a free meal ... if the
Golden Fork is in your napkin.

v\X\» i VS.N*«'»>*\,,\N\^\X' vvv

5:00
5:00
5:00
5:00
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

Water Street Next to Ins Station
WE SPECIALIZE IN
COLEGIATE STYLE HAIRCUTS

RICHMOND, Ky.

241 W. MAIN ST.

for Five Years."

Time
5:00
5:00
5:00
5:00
6:00
6:00
6:00
6:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
8:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

WELL'S BARBER SHOP

IDEAL
RESTAURANT

"Serving the

Eels Open Season Tonight

212 WATER STREET

That's 2 Down And —
18 Big Winners To Go"

^t)0P

WIN

M00 Worth of University Shop Merchandise

JOIN THE U

CLUB

— HERFS HOW IT WORKS —
Each week you deposit in our store 2.50 which is held in
your name. On Saturday of every week—for the next 18
weeks, we draw one name and he, or she, wins $100.00
worth of merchandise. Everyone who has not won at the
end of the eighteen weeks get their exact amount of deposit in Merchandise. No one loses and everyone has the
opportunity to win the Grand Prize! Once you have won,
you are no longer eligible and need not continue weekly
deposits.
Both Men and Women Eligible.
Further Information Available at the U-Shop.
FIRST WEEK'S WINNER—STEVE BLASKE

SECOND WEEK'S WINNER—ED GRIDLEY

EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

. BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

. UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

OHIO UNIVERSITY

. UNIVERSITY OF WEST VIRGINIA

. PURDUE UNIVERSITY
• MIAMI UNIVERSITY

is
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Pants Suits Now Added To Eastern's Popular Apparel
By NANCV KAY PMNZEL
WOUM'I Editor
Various alack acts and pants
•uiU will be featured on Eastem'a campus now more than
ever before.. Now that the coeds may wear slacks at their
own discretion, slacks will be
worn more to the grill and
downtown.
Slacks are now coming out
in all shapes. The bell-bottoms
are still in style to a certain extent But there are not too
many girls who prefer to wear
them. The majority of slacks
are not aa pegged as they uaed

to be; and many of the girls
aay the new slacks have stovepipe legs, because they are more
loose from the knee down to the
ankle. The stretch slacks are
still very popular among college
girls, because they are the moat
shapely in form.
The Nautical Look
In New Slack Set
Miss Lynn Humble, a junior
from Monticello, Ohio, la appearing here in a herringbone
pants suit of navy, beige and
maroon. Her jacket haa long
sleeves and is double breasted.
It also has the wide open collar
with notched seams. The gold
buttons are also added to give

it that nautical look.
Now that the girls can
A navy poor boy would be i slacks, they will still want
very appropriate with this out* ' 'keep up .-the. good^ record that
fit a maroon or beige poor boy Eastern has for the appropriate
would also look very nice with apparel at the various school
it Miss Humbles slacks are functions. The
sloppy, skin
slim and have the pegged leg. tight jeans are on their way
wool
slacks
Her slacks, combining the three out. The
colors also, would look very strictly "in," and so are the
nice with a solid color ski pants suits.
sweater.
Light Green Pants Suit
For Special Occasions
Appealing here in a light
green tweed pants suit is Miss
Lauren Peers. Miss Peers is a
Intaglio
prints- by Janls
junior from
Louisville. Her
pants suit is designed in a single Stembergs, staff member, Unibreasted tweed with specks of versity of Kentucky, Art Deyellow, dark green and red. Her partment, are now on exhibit in
jacket has a open collar and has Eastern's art gallery in Cam- i
green pearl buttons up the mack Building.
front
There will be an open house
Under Miss Peers' jacket she concerning this exhibit Decemis wearing a light green poor ber 4, 3-5 p.m. Everyone Is inboy with the latest fashion, an vited.
gle pin. A'ski sweater would
Mr. Stembergs was born in
also be very appropriate with Llepajh, Latvia, and received
Miss Peers slacks. Her jacket his professional training in the
has the fake pockets on each Art Academy of Latvia in Rigs.
side, to give it extra trim.
He obtained his diploma and the
Miss Peers' slacks are also of title of Master Artist in Grathe slim line. They are made phic Arts. He later studied in
from the same material as her techniques of copper plate enjacket This pants suit gives graving in Vienna, Austria.
an expensive look, but is very
For three years during World
moderately priced i for the War II he taught graphic arts
at the Art Academy of Riga and
college girl's budget
Slacks Wearers Can
during the annexation of Latvia
New Go AU Out
by Russia, he migrated to West
Now that the new ruling is in Germany. While In Germany
effect at Eastern, the coeds will he was an Instructor at Nurembe wearing slacks more often berg Special Army Education
than they have in the past And Center aa Head of the School for
since Easterns' coeds want to be Graphic Arts In the Displaced
in fashion, many of the pants Persons Camp In Fishbach near
suits will hit Eastern's campus. Nuremburg.
The stretch pants and bell-botMr. Steinbergs has been on
toms will also be seen around the art staff at the University
here.
of Kentucky since 1M9.

By NANCY KAY

W

w«

Attend
Nancy Freeman, moderator;
Wanda Moore, treasurer; Noon
Chukay and Judy Brown attended a convocation at the
Seminary in Louisville on November 11, 12 and IS. They war*
accommodated in the married
students housing. Taw weekend included au kinds of unique
meetings, presentations and diaculssions.
OB Friday night the president of the Seminar gave an introduction. On Saturday a general discussion waa held in the
Student Union. After hmch discussions on the topic "God la
Dead" were presented by Dr.
Keen, Dr. Foley and Dr. Houser.
Dr. Foley was most enjoyable,
having studied under several
famous men.
Their student minister spoke
on "Student Vocation." Than
in the chapel a "Dane* of
Masks" took place. The general
theme was to show that people
are changeable, which waa
portrayed by characters pealing off their masks. The
masks represented umbreakable
personalities.
Th•1r
costumes were also rspresente
tive. The deep red and brown
cloaks symbolised the people
who stand back and do not m-

INTAGLIO Prints
On Exhibit Here

SWEETSHOP
EVERY
MONDAY - TUESDAY

EVERY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY - SATURDAY

VA Fried Chicken
with French Fries
-sew

'/> Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries—Slaw

m

89*

MISS LAUREN PEERS
Light Green Pants Suit With Matching Poor Boy

valve
And above
•R Ours
be love and
"wrtwatenrtiaf r
the
Then the guests went to faculty
members homes for discussions.
Sunday nwrateg consisted of
2J"te an unorthodox church ser"©•• If o singing took place, hv
•tend everyone snapped their
to Uod. Dr. Weasel tod with
the clap of bis hands, as Nancy
•aid, "relieved the tension."
Another pecutority kssjaeeel
tkree short prayarsVt thVSl.
When one prayer had ended, another prayer began with, "Let
u» pray/" Among the phrase, hv
eluded in a prayer was "Walking
• cat named Dog."
On November it, Westmkaster had a Thanksgiving dinner
and a party afterwards at tat
church.
Officers are in the pmi tea of
being nominated for election.
BloodmobUe
By Two fl|ii-B|
The Caduceus Chib and Student Council are jointly sponsoring the BloodmobUe, which
win be on campus. The station
will be set up in Burnam Hall
basement on December 18 from
10 a.m. until S pjn. The quote
needed this time wUl be 260
Pints. Everyone is urged to
donate. The need for blood
goes on and on — as varied and
as vital as life itself.

LERMANS

SPECIAL!

BUSS LYNN HUMBLE
The Nautical Look In Pants Salts

CM ♦ TO?

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Ewry Womum and MU* on Your Gift List WUl bm
*^*»&8*t*mfmmOmrCma**lmn

;tsmetvsm&&y

Pretty Slips 5

Save more on Dad's gift!
6612-25-E

98

l.

Smart Sfojb
Tots n' Teens
623-4939

College-Career
623-4200

8

2

Now that we have all had our wonderful
"Thanksgiving Holidays" it's time to get down
to the business at hand, "Happy Shopping"
. . . and we are ready with a big wonderful
selection of Gifts to please everyone . . . pleasant
sales ladles . . . Free Gift Wraping. Come on In
we have a date.

3P

Beoultfwlly tailored MOVIE STAR dip. wNh dolnty
■lying. Luxurious sot In trlcota wllh pretty Iocs. Rich
eylon Moots with loce. Carefully tailored, with shadow
panel.
,
Men's Timex Watch
Always in good taste! Dust
snd waterproof Distinctive masculine styling.
Leather strap \J1152

995

MOVIE STAR Half Slips

3-Gun Rack & Drawer
Hand-rubbed hardwood!
Felt-lined cradles! Safe
drawer locks. 4GC8713.14
4

u,,raek

-*

1145

USE OUR LAYAWAY PLAN

WESURN AUTO - 135 W. Irvine

/

Lingerie thai snouts Merry ChrWmail
Pretty tailored style In nylon trkot with
rkh loce. Perfect with new loihlons.Vw.lte
and colors.

(■ Asm
I YO

Famous MOVIE STAR Loce Panties 98*

Famous MOVIE STAR
GOWN-PAJAMAS

98

3

98

MOVIE STAR lingerie !• a favorite wllh every lody... pleasing and practical, too. Boby
ool po|omoi and walk length
gowns m easy-core oocron-nyloh wUh embroidery and rkh
nylon tricots with lace. Pastsls
and high shades.

PEIGNOIR SETS

3* 5*

Beautifully and richly 'MOVIE
STAR' tailored gown and negligee sets In nylon trlcota and
rayon tricots with pretty lace.

Loce Trim Panties
Pretty Robes
fro Please Her

At—>

]

&htt : a.

2PRS.
$1.00

GOLD IS GLEAMING IN OUR DRESSY SLIPPERS!
All aglow for that elegant at home accent, gleaming Gold slippers make the perfect accessory for long

Luxurious nylon fleeces and
beautiful quilled acetates and
quilted cottons. Powder-puff
•oft and comfortable. Bright
shades with pretty him*. Women's and misses'.

luxurious Robes
skirts and dressy pantsuitsl Choose your favorite style, from our collection of booties, flats and opened

, — ,*- 3*

&

499, ^YHqUtimer*. ELDER'S
Richmond* Family Store Since 1803

•J

Pretty acetate rayon panties wHh
lace trim. Holywood brief. White
and pastels. 5 to 8.

Nylon Stretch Tights
Roe. $1,981 Textured

I

159 2 FOR

■10.98 quality! Quilled nylon
robes In sporldlng colors. Pretty trims. Women's ondmtasW

$3.00

Famous HOLEPROOF quality teetared nylon stretch tight,. Average,
petite, to* ske* for misses. Colors.
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Nine Piece Outfit Can Be Mixed And Match ed In Various Ways
By NANCY KAY PRINZF.I.
Women'* Editor
The new and upcoming styles
arc moving towards the interchangeable look in outfits.

Solids, prints and checks are
being combined and divided, into
a variety of looks. And for the
seasonal look, red and white are
the most popular colors for the

MISS JUDY ROBINSON
Reversible Check Coat and Solid Two Piece Outfit

KENNY'S DRIVE IN

Christmas season.
The outfits being featured1
here consist of a nine piece
mixing and matching outfit.
The young modern girl prefers
these over other types of outfits, because they can quickly
be changed and give quite different effects. In the set featured here, she can change anywhere from a floor-length skirt
to stretch slacks and can easily
change her outfit for the numerous activities a college coed
must attend.
This interchangeable outfit
consists of: a red and white
print silk blouse, a white cotton
turtle neck blouse which la
sleeveless, a red pull-over light
weight wool Jacket, red wool
slacks, a red and white check
wrap around skirt, a solid red
straight sKirt, a white wool
knit turtle
neck
pull-over
sweater with long sleeves, and
a floor length solid red skirt.
The silk blouse has a white
background and red flowers
throughout the design. This
blouse features an open Vneckline and has long sleeves
that button. This blouse would
be very appropriate with the
floor length skirt and the wool
slacks.
The floor length skirt is more
modem for the young Impressive housewife. It would be especially nice for when she is
doing entertaining
in
her
home.
The red and white check wrap
around skirt is very nice for the
young college girl. It has white
pearl buckles where the back of
the Bkirt wraps around to the
side. This skirt would look best
with the white cotton turtle
neck top.
A Modern Fashionable Look
In Check* and Solid*
Judy Robinson is appearing
here in a three piece set from
this nine piece outfit. She Is
wearing a red pull-over top,

fashioned in light weight wool.
A matching red straight skirt Is
being worn with this wool top.
The real striking thing about
Miss Robinson's outfit is this
reversible coat. On one side it
Is a solid red, and on the other
side, which she is wearing out,
is a red and white check. This

coat would also- match up with
the red and white check wrap
around skirt. It has a zipper up
the front and a button at the
neckline. The long wrap around
collar can be worn in various
ways.
Her accessories consist of a
pair of bracelet length gloves,

and red medium heeled shoes.
Miss Robinson's shoes are trimmed in black. She is a Junior
from Shelbyvtlle.
Slack Sets Are For
Casual Wear
Modeling here in a two piece
slacks set is Diana Day. Miss
Day is appearing llere in red
wool slacks, fashioned in the
latest style. Her top is of the
same material and features
three white pearl buttons down
the center front It has a notched collar with an open Vneckllne. This top also features wrist-length sleeves.
Miss Day's slacks would also
look very appropriate If they
were matched up with the white
wool knit turtle neck sweater.
For a little more dressy occasion, the print silk blouse would
be very nice looking.
For shoes Miss Day Is wearing dark brown loafers. Red
flats would also look very nice
with her outfit Miss Day is a
senior from Hamilton, Ohio.
Mix and Match the Helghth
of Fashion
Two outfits out of this nine
piece set are pictured here. The
other pieces which have been
described above can also blend
In very well with these various
pieces. Any young coed likes to
have a variety of clothes In her
wardrobe, but what better way
is there to have a variety of
clothes that can be combined In
numerous different ways.
These outfits may be purchased at downtown stores in
Richmond. The red shoes and
white gloves are also available
at the city stores.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2
7:30 p.m.
Movie—"That Man From Istanbul"
Brock AuUtorlurn'9
SUB Cafeteria*
8:00 p.m.
Miss Eastern Dance
*o
SATURDAY. DECEMBER 3
Brock Auditorium1*
7:30 p.m.
Movie—"Can Can"
Martin Hall Cafeteria10
8:00 p.m.
Dance
t.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 6
Wesley Foundation—Supper and Program
it
5:15 p.m.
Methodist Campus Center r.
Ferrell Room.j
Senior Class
5:15 p.m.
University 201 a
Lincoln County Club
5:15 p.m.
Weaver Gymu
Gymnastics Club
5:30-7:30
Combs 435 r,
Kappa Delta Pi
6:30 p.m.
Grise Room
Young Democrats Club
6:30 p.m.
Roark 203
Caduceus Club
7:00 p.m.
Movie—"Life at the Top"
7:30 p.m.
Brock Auditorium
10:00 p.m. * Burnam Hall House Council
Burnam Hall
TUESDAY, RECEMBER 6
4:10 p.m.
Accounting Club
Combs 305
5:00 p.m.
Student Council
Grise Room
5:30 p.m.
Wesley Foundation—Choir Practice
Methodist Campus Center
6:00 p.m.
Pike County Club
Fltzpatrlck 15
6:00-7:00
Student Education Association
Ferrell Room
Grise Room
6:30 p.m.
PEMM Club
University 101
7:30 p.m.
Veterans Club
Foster 310
7:30 p.m.
MENC
Brock Auditorium
7:30 p.m.
Movie—"Our Man Flint"
Clay Hall Lobby
10:00 p.m.
Clay Hall House Council
WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 7
Combs 318
Sigma Tau PI
5:15 p.m.
Buchanan Theatre
Alpha Psl Omega
5:15 p.m.
Westminster Fellowship
5:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church
Gymnastics
Club
Weaver Gym
5:30-7:30
KYMA Club
Ferrell Room
6:00-7:00
Drum and Sandal
Weaver Dance Studio
6:00-7:30
Wesley Foundation—Vespers
6:30 p.m.
Methodist Campus Center
Physics Club
Science 217
7:00 p.m.
CCUN
Combs 219
7:00 p.m.
Basketball—Eastern vs. Marshall
8:00 p.m.
Alumni Coliseum
Post-Game Dance
Burnam Recreation Room
Case Hall House Council
10:15 p.m.
Case Hall Committee Room
10:15 p.m.
McGregor Hall House Council
Senior class meeting will be
McGregor Hall Date Room
held on Monday at 5:15 In the
Ferrell Room. The Kentucky
Constitution and the Senior
Banquet will be discussed at the
meeting.

Senior Class To Meet

MISS DIANA DAY
Red and White Three Piece Slacks Outfit

ATTENTION SENIORS!

Best Wishes for a Successful

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

BECOME A CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOL
<* .

Your Purchase FREE
If We Do Not
Thank You

•»■■

—Open All YearHamburgers—Coneys—Mi k Shakes
BIG HILL AVE.

RICHMOND

EARRINGS, CHARMS —NAME BRANDS.

DIRECTOR OF TEACHER RECRUITMENT

ALL ENGRAVING FREE WHILE YOU WAIT.

Chicago Public Schools—Room 1005
228 N. LaSakte Street
60601

1966-67 SCHOOL YEAR
Permanent Waving, Manicuring, Frosting.

TEACHER!
For Information write to:

Chicago. Illinois

CAMPUS PALENDAR'

WATCHES, DIAMONDS. LIGHTERS,

KESSLER'S
Richmond's Loading Jewelers!
Begley's Next Door
623-1292

All type beauty service.

VOGUE BEAUTY SALON
312 WEST IVM

Phone 623-5770

We're ready for .... Christmas
are you
WE SUGGEST giving a sweater and,or skirt
for Christmas by Bobbie Brooks
Miss Linda
Detmer selected this daring striped sweater
and A-line skirt. It comes in blue orchid, butterscotch and green.
*
BUT . . .
If you like, we have DRESSES, SLACKS, SUITS
and COATS in all your favorite brands.
OR . . .
Handbags, Shoulder-bags, jewelry, gloves, etc.,
YES . . .
We are LOADED with CHRISTMAS GIFT
IDEAS. Come in and let us help you select THE
Gifts which are important Christmas gifts.

Register for the album given weekly. Selected from

1\™MKC

Central Music Company.

n®m&wmt&*®m9m%*m*i®&mk
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Coco The Frat Goat

VA Announces New Payments
ForCollegeStudentsOnGI Bill

How Bookstore Serve Students
Vtj

By DELORRS DAVIS
>H|W St«ff Writer
w
an
Serving- students by providInx needed merchandise is the
— Job of the campus bookstore.
The bookstore acts as a quick
miniature department store.
The average patron picks up
what he needs, proceeds to the
check-out line to pay his
money, and exits, all in a manner of minutes. However, this
is not always true, especially
during the "push-period" of
the first couple of weeks of
school where it is not at all
unusual to see several lines
stretching; from one end of the
bookstore to the other.
Although this Is usually a
problem at any university of
Eastern's size. K. Rodger
Meade, assistant manager of
the campus bookstore, feels
this is not really a great problem. He stated that the store
had wished to Install three or
four more cash registers to
speed up the service but the

■

problem would be, "Where are
we going to put them?" Mr.
Meade has been acting as assistant manager since February of this year.
Student Complalnta
Are Vetoes'
The bookstore Is owned and
operated by the University, but
neither it nor the manager,
Fred Ballou, have anything to
do with the prices of the books
that are sold.
Mr. Meade stated that several complaints had been voiced by the students who felt
that the price of various texts
was rather high. He wished
this point to be clarified: the
university bookstore has nothing at all to say about the
price of any one text The
prices are already set when the
texts reach the bookstore. Dissatisfied students should voice
their complaints to the publisher, not the bookstore. As a
rule, the publishing company
(as can be seen in the diagram)

'■ii+XXyji;*:-

Utt.Hfl.dE AN ESS
CORNER NORTH SECOND * IRVINE ST
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" UPLAND, MGR.

cimi'tff

receives about SO per cent of
the total assets whereas the
bookstore receives merely 30
P«r cent. This 30 per cent, in
turn. Is broken down and divided into numerous areas that
must be paid out, such aa
freight costs, labor, sal—clerks,
etc. The price of the book is
determined by the number of
copies distributed throughout
the nation.
Improvements la geivtees
When asked what improvements had been undertaken by
the bookstore, Mr. Meads remarked that he thought staying
open the first two weeks of
school until 9 o'clock was a
great help to the students.
Also, by staying open until S
o'clock, an half hour later than
previously, greatly helps those
who may have later classes or
doing their practice teaching.
The campus store is also open
on Saturdays from 8 a.m. to
By KAREN LAWSON
3 p.m.
Progress Feature Staff
Another Improvement to the
The brown haired, brown eyed
students, Mr. Meade feels, will Coco draws great attention
be the arrangement of the when she struts across the
paperbacks according to the grandstand. Who Is this lady
subjects. The previous arrange- which captures the eyas of
ment was to either look for every fan of the football game ?
the name of the book or for She Is Coco, a four month old
the number listed above the nanny goat.
sheves. It is hoped that thai
Coco la owned by the Kappa
idea win be completed within
Tan Epsilon fraternity and esthree to four weeks.
corts them to every game. She
Other than textbooks and
school supplies, the things that sits with them in the grandstand
seem to go over well with the and aids in boosting the spirit of
students are the sweat shirts Eastern. She Is draped In a
and tee shirts with the univer- navy blue cape with KTE writsity emblem on them. Socks ten in big gold letters on one
and hosiery also sell for both side and the fraternity emblem
men and women. Practically on the other. Coco Is the prise
any personal item may be found possession of the fraternity and
there. Stationery, all-occasion la kept In comfort on the farm
cards, tennis shoes, •tutted of DarryI Mink in Berea, whan
mascots, soap powder, tooth- not on campus. Coco Is a great
paste, etc., are Just a few of Influence for fraternity spirit
the many necessities made and recognition.
Kappa Tau Epsilon fraternity,
available to the college stuwas one of the first two fraterdent.
nities on campus. It was accepted by the University in the
first of October. It consists of
twenty-three members of which
most are sophomores. As Mark
Upton, the president states,
"With mostly sophomores we
will be here together longer,
which will make us a closer knit
brotherhood."
The fraternity la far from
nil In their activities. After the
Homecoming Game they held a
tea for the parents and dates of
the members in the Btae Room
of the Student Union Building
for their formal Initiation of officers. Among those initiated
were: President, stark Upton,
sophomore; Vice-Presldent,
Dennis Kelley, sophomore; Secretory, Danny Hartley, sophomore; Treasurer, Paul Stake,
Senior, Historian, Hal Johnson,

Fraternity Goat, Coco,
Frolics As TKE's Mascot

Stocktons
Dru&s

iwavq CIDBT
ALWAYS
FIRST raiiAiiTv
QUALITY s*»

Main Street

)

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

-. i~

--W

m

Cam
HIRAM BROCK
AUTITORIUM

sophomore; r^«plwin. Mike Carroll, sophomore; Pledge-Trainer,
Jim Gross,
sophomore, and
Door-Keeper, John Bleidt,
sophomore. Glenn Presnell who
Is director of athletics Is faculty
advisor.
The members are vary proud
of being associated with the
Kappa Tau Epsilon fraternity
and feel they can bring a greater pride to Eastern's campus.
As Upton says, "With the
Greeks Initiated onto Eastern's
campus there will be a beter
promotion of Eastern's activities, and more school pride and
individual pride within the fraternities."

The nation's 1,200 university
and college newspapers, magazines and other
publications
have been asked to Join the
Veterans Administration in an
all-out saturation campaign to
acquaint every veteran-student
with all details of the new O. L
Bill payment procedures of the
education program.
The VA cautions the veteran
going to school should be prepared to pay his expenses for
at least two months.
The law requires that monthly
certificates of attendance signed by veterans be sent to the
VA attesting the veteran has
ttended
classes. Necessarily
these certificates can be sent
only after a month's schooling
is completed. On the 30th of the
following month, VA malls the
payment checks. Proper
and
prompt sending of these certificates will eliminate delays.
The monthly payments available to veterans varies as to
the type of program and the
number of dependents.
Institutional full time
students with no dependents win
receive $100, one dependent $128
and two or more dependents
$160. Three quarter time students with no dependents receive $76, one dependent $96
and with two or more dependents $116. Half tune students
with no dependents will be given $60, $68 for one dependent,
and those with two or more dependents will' get $76.
The rate of pay for less than
half time students will not exceed $60 if more than one-quarter time and not to exceed $38
if one-quarter time or less.

• . . .

than a regular semester,
as summer school, the 14-hosr
standard Is used or the equivalent in class plus laboratory,
type* of prescribed activity.
fieldwork, research or other
Correspondence course allow
ances win be computed oa what
non-veterans pay for the

Lawyer Discussion
Here Wednesday
Students with an IsssBBOfi
of becoming lawyers are lining
to hear a ■«—uttta! on ]«_
•ehool Wednesday.
Professer
2ofc*ma" « tt« Uhhrsrstty af
Kentucky Law School wUl speak
in the Grise Room at 7 p.m. Thai
meeting Is sponsored by tht
Political Science r>p«rteiS
and Its chairman Dr. Dwyne]
Pettengtt AH students recar*.

to"atto»rJor' •" -"—■■•■

Your New York Life
Agent on the Campus
GEORGE RIDINGS, Jr.
CLASS OF '64
New York Life Insurance Company
111 Benalngton Court
•XS-4SS8
Life Insurance Group Insurance Annuities
Health Insurance Pension Plans

Your "I. D." CARD
(STUDENT OR FACULTY)

Makes You Eligible for
Special Consideration

The Davis Beauty Salon

when you purchase
PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES

Welcomes Students & Faculty

CONTACT LENSES

service to you..

BUDGET TERMS

MONFRHED OPTICAL
135 W. Short

LEXINGTON

Ph. 254-6583

THE ARTISTIC COMBINATION OF STRIKING
HAIR COLORING AND STYLING IS OUR
SERVICE TO YOU.

y^WWVVwV^rV^^WrtWV^rtr>*VI^VS^^^Wrt^VS^VV^^VS^VVWWW

Phone 623-1200

McKee Bldg.

South I It St.

Motors
OLDSMOBILE

All Makes Serviced
J0HNS0H OUTBOARD MOTORS

DECEMBER. 1966
December 1—Thursday
NO MOVIE —
BASKETBAL,
TRANSYLVANIA

While on active duty the rate
of established charges tor tuition and fees of $100 par month
for a full time course, whichever is leas. There will be no
allowance for dependants.
Cooperative training students
with no
dependents
receive
$80, one dependents $100, and
two or more dependants $130.
Correspondence students win
be paid for the cost of the
course only.
The Veteran's Administration
has based their figure on the
following qualification.
FuU time training courses
are 14 semester hours, or the
equivalent Three quarter time
equals 10 to It hours. Half time
is 7 to • semester hours.
A cooperative program Is a
full-time program «v»«i.Hi»e; of
classroom and alternate training In an Industrial establishment, with the training supplemental to the educational Institutional portion.
When the course Is of lass

Central Music Co.
Richmond's Only
Record Shop

Across From Kroger.—Phone 623-4010
wW^rVV^^^wVVWwVwVWwVVVVwWVV^^VwWwVVV^rVwW^rVW

"THE FINEST IN MUSIC"
Located Corner First and Water Su.

• • * •
December 2—Friday

"THAT MAN FROM

623-3248

ISTANBUL"

Horst Bucholz, Sylvia Koscina
• • • .

December 3—Saturday

"CALL US

FOR YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS"

"CAN CAN"
Frank Sinatra, Shirley McLain
Louis Jourdan, Juliet Prouse
Maurice Chevalier

December 5 Monday
"LIFE AT THE TOP"'
Jean Simmons,
Lawrence Harvey
• • • •

December 6—Tuesday

"OUR MAN FLINT"
James Coblrn, Lee J. Cobb.
Gila Golan

K»Ug'« JTlarint
& (Srmiljuiuir

• • • •
DwC. 7—Wednesday
NO MOVIE —
BASKETBALL.
MARSHALL UNIVER.
• • • •
Dec. 8—Thursday

NO MOVIE C
?!XERT CHOIR AND
CHAMBER CHOIR
;:

bright and right for winter...
our snow white holiday knits!
t

What a wonderful way to chase winter wardrobe blues—
in dash-about cotton knit fashions that start mid-day and
swing right on through evening festivities. What's more
flattering than snowy white? Just think of all the colors you
can accessorize it with! Price keeps a holiday budget in
shape, too! Come see this enticing group!
i Q QQ
Juniors' romantic lacy trim overblouse duo. Sizes 7 to 15
Misses' chalk-white beaded jacket trio. Sizes 8 to 16

"Don't Say It
with Flowers, Say
It with Kelly's

Col Us For Prompt
Free Delivery:
623-49*8
The only local store in
RJJBBCCA RUTH
CANDY.

LOST
These 5 Wood
Carvings And a
Royal Dollton Mug
REWARD
$15.00 FOR EACH CARVING
$15.00 FOR MUG
mJKmm
SOX 99-SM
C/o REGISTER
PHONE 623-4860

[^•^Yisit Our New Ladies'
Ready-to-Wear Department
on our new Balcony!
Register for FREE
Skirt and Blouse to be given
away every Saturday niqht!

BEN*FRAN KLIIM
MAM ST. RICHMOND, K^TUCKY

\

.fete
mr*
Waste*

rov "thcvl {«st«ve. look
Visit"

The Little House
200Vi SOUTH THIRD STREET

Cathy Coed Capers On Campus
By CHUB KNPJPPIA

i
3
<
I
I

■

tion." But the bell rings and
Cathy dashes to her class.
The morning In history prove*
to be very thought stimulating
to Cathy. She spends SO minutes wondering why her teacher
parts his hair on the left side.
Soon Cathy's eyes become
heavy and she surmises that aha
hasn't had enough sleep. To
remind herself to go to bed,
earlier, she writes 100 times In
her history notebook, "go to bed
before midnight." In the process she falls asleep in class only
to be awakened by the ban.
Cathy runs back to her dorm
to catch up on her sleep. She
glances Into her mirror. Sore
enough, she has circles under
her eyes. Health cornea first
she rationalizes as she puts her
pajamas back on and hops in
bed.
At 11:30 Cathy redressed and
walks to the grill for lunch. A
classmate Informs her that she
slept through a quiz in history
class.
A Basy Loach Period
Cathy eats her lunch amid
conversation of whom la dating

Cathy Coed ia an t«m|«
student enrolled In an average
university. Bat die is receiving far less than an average
academic education. Let us peek
into Cathy's Bf e as we follow
her around campus on an average weak day.
It la eight o'clock in the
morning. Cathy rawns and
crawls oat of bad to gat ready
for her 9:10 history class. First
ah* checks her wardrobe. Cathy
deckles that she Is In a dlsasterous situation. From her collection of 90 sweaters and matching skirts she doesn't have a
thing to wear. She races around
the dorm until she la able to
borrow an outfit nobody has
seen her wear. She then appllea her makeup and arranges
her hair.
sMIawalalliig Hletary Oaaaee
Suddenly Cathy remembers
she hasn't prepared bar history
assignment
She thumbs
through her textbook and begins reading: "The Creeks contributed much to early civilisa-

!■■■■■■■

Terrace Helpy-Selfy
Coin Operated Laundry
"If you're too busy studying to do your wash,
1

let our attendants do it for you. '

2 Mocks off W. Main.
Corner of Poplar & Lombardy Streets
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's

OOUaNB LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMEBICA

WILLIAM A. "Illl"
MANZ
133 Windsor Drive
Phone 623-6460
THE
COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
IS "THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY COMPANY SELLING
EXCLUSIVELY TO COLLEGE MEN..
Featuring "THE BENEFACTOR," the life insurance plan designed, especially for college men, sold exclusively to college
men.
*%»

STOP and SNACK at

BURGER BROIL

whom. Suddenly she remembers
she hasn't checked her mailbox.
She dashes back to her dorm
where she discovers a letter
from her boyfriend at home.
She reads the precious bit of
mail seven times.
It ia now time for her French
class. As Cathy gathers her
books together, she
detects
her books together, she detects
that she left her sweater in the
grill. She dashes back and who
ia there but her latest flame,
Herbie Gladstone. And of all
the nerve, he's conversing with
another girl.
This calls for drastic action.
Cathy commences to flirt with
good-looking Harry Suave. This
is bound to throw Herbie into a
fit of Jealousy.
In her seal to impress Harry
and Herbie, Cathy doesn't hear
the- tardy bell. - But her plan
works. Herbie charges over
and asks Cathy out for that
night
Cathy la elated. She zooms
to her dorm to inform her roommate of her good fortune. They
discuss all the masculine qualities of Herbie. In the process,
it Is disclosed "Love Dove" perfume sets Herble's heart aflame.
Cathy decides she must own a
bottle of the perfume. She runs
downtown to make the purchase, like a flash of Ugh ting,
Cathy recalls that a theme ia
due in her English class today.
But she concludes that Herbie
is more Important.
The ben rings for her English
class aa she returns from town.
Cathy flips a coin to decide if
she will attend class today. She
loses and dejectedly trudges off

to

Her next class is biology. She
decides to skip it because her
stomach seems rather weak today. She spends the extra time
primping for her big date with
Herbie.
At last Herbie calls on her
and they are off to the campus
flick. At 10:80 Cathy returns
to the dorm in seventh heaven.
She glances at her desk where
her textbooks await opening.
But she is obviously not in the
mood to study.
She discusses her date with
numerous friends, files her
nails, takes a shower, and writes
a letter home.
Suddenly the clock strikes 13.
She decides to retire. After all,
|she needs her sleep If she is going to survive the tough academic life.
Cahty Coed tosses her history
boe'e on the floor where a thin
mist of dust envelops it.

Vanilla • Strawberry >e Chocolate

Broiling makes the difference
Watt Mom Street

Sears

Richmond, Ky

CRAFTSMAN
RECHARGEABLE CORDLESS
ELECTRIC SHAVER

FOUND—A microphone from
a tape recorder has been found
between McGregor and the
SUB. If you can identify it.
please go to the Progress Office. It is Pam Smith's possession.
LOST — A diamond ring was
lost during the Morehead vs.
Eastern game. It was lost
either In the stadium or in the
parking area of the stadium,
and it was Inside a brown leather glove. A ten dollar reward
!s being offered. The ring Is
not greatly valuable, but It has
personal value to the owner.
Anyone knowing any information about this ring may write
to Olivia K. Thompson, R. No.
1, Box 49, Morehead. Ky. 40351.
Any
Information would be
greatly appreciated.
LOANED — A red and white
"Early Times" unbrella was
loaned to a girl on one of the
Homecoming floats. The owner,
Pat Kennedy, would like to have
it returned to him in 701 Duprae
Hall. This umbrella means a
lot to the owner.
FOUND: A 1964 Dixie Heights
ring with the initials J A M engraved on the inside with
Colonel lnalgma on inside of the
crest was found Homecoming
weekend.
If you are the wner of this
ring or know Information of
whom the ring belongs to call
Brockton 838-9488.

RQ Testing Set
For Sophomores
Sophomores who are not presently enrolled in
Military
Science 201 for reason of prior
military service or who have)
credit for the Basic Course are
reminded that RQ testing, a
requirement for entrance into
the Advanced Course, Is currently being conducted. Eligible personnel are encouraged
to contact the Military Science
Department, Alumni Coliseum,
without delay and arrange for
the taking of this test

Library Searching
For Missing Volumes

Former Teacher Returns To Eastern
By SANDY STEWART
Feature Writer
Dr. Jones may be a now
face to many Eastern students
Actually, he has served the
college for 19 years, from 19281945. He began a* a teacher
of mathematics, and became
principal of the Normal School
in 1928, serving In this capacity until 1980 whan the
school was abolished. The Normal School wos devoted to
teacher education at the high
school level From 1981-1945
W. C. Jones served Eastern as
a profesor of BSssMsttflaV head
of the department and later
dean of the oolage.
"I was the only dean" Dr.
Jones commented, "and that
shows how much Eastern has
frown. The change) has certainly been for the good—one
wouldn't recognise this institution compared to what It
then."

PR-IVATC
FARMS

&

Dr. Jonas left Eastern at the also spent two summers study-1 934 Vicker Village. They have
end of 1944 to accept th* posi- Ing at the University of Chi- one daughter (Iva Jean), now
tion of Dean of Graduate cago.
Mrs. J. B. Thomas of? Sherman
School at George Peabody ColHe and Mrs. Jonas live at' Oaks, Calif.
lege for Teachers. He served
in this capacity until 1953. ha
became the Dean of Administration. In 1994 ha was
of Continuing Education
Professional Careers in Aero Charting
Admlsslisis
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT wHh the U.S. AIR FORCE

Dr. Jones returned to
am at the beginning of 1988
summer a seat on. "My reasons
are mostly sentimental," ha
stated. "Also. I desired to devote full Urns to teaching
Eastern was my choice for a
teaching assignment. I hope to
complete my educational career
Or. Jonas received his bachelor degree from Bast Texas
Stabs University, his masters
from Colorado State College of
Education, and his PhD. from
George Peabody College for
Teachers. 19M

AUCTION SALCS

CQMMCnciAl

RESIDENTIAL

leewal 120 isanaitaf bows csllega credit laclawlag 24 hoars
of soafscu oortlaoat to charting such es math, ioograehy,
and physics.
Equivalent oijortonco acceptable.
Trolalag program.
Application and further Information forwarded aa request
WRITE: Collets Relations (ACPCR)
Ha Aeronautical Chart I Information Center,
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63125
An •qual opportunity employer

KX

CITY TAXI
Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

24 Hour Service

623-1400

REALTORS

PHONES:

Drnct 623-3830
HOMC 623-63BO

127

WIST IHVINE ST.
RICHMOND. KV.

ALL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE
N

HOME COOKING

TELEVISION REPAIR

You Are Always Welcome at...

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
We are known for good food.
Home of those delicious
homemade biscuits.

Specialist In Transistors,
Phonographs, Car Radios
CLICK'S RADIO & T.V.
W. Irvine Street

Phone 623-3272

South Htst Street

623-9969

Eastern Students and Faculty

GLYNQQN TAILOR SHOP

STUDY IN
SOUTHERN FRANCE

WELCOME TO

We Feature

'SEMESTER PROGRAM IN AVIGNON'
"SUMMER PROGRAM
IN AIX EN-PROVENCE"
Write:

INSTITUTE FOR
(founded 1957)
2 bis, rue du Bon Pasteur
AIX-EN PROVENCE. FRANCE
Telephone: France (Code 91) 27.S2.39

or (Code 91) 27.69.01

©MADISON
STARTS WEDNESDAY
Twsr

Vim CetrfeCi

W

01

DRUG ST<
■■»

Plenty Of Free Parking

(courses in French University exclusively)

ART AND ART HISTORY
SOCIAL SCIENCES
MEDITERRANEAN AREA STUDIES

OBOBO^Qs

-LVM

FRENCH LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE
HONORS PROGRAM

this is

SEARS TODAY

LOST — A wallet has been
lost on campus by James Ramseyi Anyone knowing anything
concerning this wallet^ please
contact Ramsey in 700 Palmer
Hall

A

AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES

Shakes:

Bulletin Board

The library at Eastern is attempting to collect and have
bound an catalogs of the school
from its beginning in 1908.
Four Issues are missing-: 1809,
1918, 1916, and 1919.
Also the library la trying to
complete the collection of the
early publications, "The Student" and "The Talisman.'' It
will be greatly appreciated if
anyone who has copies of these
A University ysar in AiK-an-Provanca undir missing numbers, or can furth* autplcas of tht University of AJx-Mar- nish Information about them,
Mills (founded 1409).
will contact a A Edwards,
EUROPEAN AREA STUDIES
Library EJC.U, Richmond, Ky.

Clisses in English and French satisfying
curriculum and credit requirements of ever
2S0 American College* and Universities.
Students live in French homes. Total costs
equivalent to those at private universities
and colleges In the United States.

The How of the Famous 15c Hamburgers
oito French pries.
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HOTEL BUILDING - THIRD STREET
623-1308
J. T. RALLEU

TO
GET TOP CHOICE

This is your chance,
Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be
somebody*
HfiJilfl

IN A NEW OR
USED CARS

cox

FORD
BIG Hill AVE.

WE HOPE TO LEAVE YOU
"HOLDING THE BAG!"
TRY OUR CARRY OUT

DIAL 623 3253

|/ Sport Coats and Slacks tailored to measure
•/ Ladies' Suits, Coats & Dresses
Altered
1/ Shirts and Trousers tapered
1/ Zippers and pockets of all kinds
1/ Suede leather elbow patches,
all colors

WEST MAI AT CITY UNITS ■ RICHMOND

Take heart. Take a dlaa.
Than take a bottle of Sprite
froa tha nsarsst pop
■achlns.
Suddenly It's In
your hand. Cold.
Biting. Tart and
tingling. YOU
cackle fiendishly
and rub your hands
together. (You
should; they're
probably chilled to
thp bone by no*.)
You tsar off to a
corner, alons, but
within earshot of
your fellows.

WITT €®»M]Y
i of DOUBLE ROTARY
or PLAT READ MODELS

"Figure On Banking With Us"

FREE9*4
CUBKKNT CONVBKTH
Lets you shave with
house) current if you
to recharge

19t«
CHARGE ITo.

RevoWi»« Chart.

MWM.BT

1W0 CONVfMENT LOCATIOHS- MAIN STREET I BIG HILL AVENUE

And then? and then? And than you unleash it.
SMITE! It fizzes! It roarsl It bubbles with
good cheerl
Heads turn. Whisperings. "Who's that strangely
faaclnatlng student with the arch sails.And what's
in that curious graen bottle that'a making ouch
a racket?■
And you've arrived! The distinctive taste aqd
ebullient character of Sprite has set you apart.
You're soasbody. uh...uh, whoever-you-are.

pans

SPRITE. SO TAUT AID

TINGLING. WE JUST COULDN'T

gg IT win,
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Alumni Office Shapes Plans For Annual Reunion Day
By LORRAINE FOLEV
Atamnl New* Editor
A special not* of interest to
the classes of 1917, 1927, 1842
and 1902! Alumni Day on May
27, 19«7 will honor your classes
and we hope that all members
will make plans now to attend,
and will write classmates urging
them to meet you here!
LUTHER C. JONES, '38, Is
the principal of the new Southern Junior High School in Fayette County. His mailing address is 563 Rosemtll Dr., Lexington 40503.
JANE HENDREN HODGES,
'87, teaches vocal music In the
Fayette Co. system in the Cardinal Valley Elementary School.
Her address Is 528 Rosemont
Garden. Lexington 40803.
ROBERT W. MAVrrY, "37,
writes that his son. Bob, who
was a Junior at Eastern and
was seriously injured in an auto
accident on June 7 is now recovering In Deershead State
Hospital, West 1, Unit «, Salisbury, Md. I am sure that Bob
would love to hear from some
of his classmates. Mr. Mavlty
resides at 48 Arbor PI., Easton,
Md
NINA HELLARD ELSEE,
•80, Is working on a masters degree in education at Whltworth
College, Spokane, Wash. Her
residence Is E10921 22nd Ave.,
Spokane 99206.
DOUGLAS J. HINES, '81,
moved to Bethel College, McKenzle, Term, to become head
basketball and baseball coach.
He will also teach physical education and recreation.
RICHARD B. DARMON, '88,
has joined the firm of Clayton L.
Scroggins Associates, Professional business management, as
a Management counselor. Richard and Ruth, '82, reside, with

their daughters, Deaetta and
Rosa Lee, at 1049 Redbird Dr..
Cincinnati 48231.
DONALD KNOWLAND, '53,
is supervisor of music of Madison Consolidated School':, Madison, Ind His wife, the former
JOAN NEFF, '54, teaches grade
6 at E.O. Muncie School. They
have two daughters, Lee Ann,
6, and Ellen Lizabeth, who was
born Feb. 3. 1966. Their residence is 312 Cedarwood Dr.,
Madison, Ind. 47250.
BILL C. VENDL '83, of 8640
S. University Ave., Chicago,
111., is assistant professor of
Psycho-Physiology, attached to
P.E. Dept for Air Force-NASA
Research Project at the University of Chicago.
ROBERT C. BUCKLEY, '54.
has joined the firm of Applied
Data Research, Inc. as manager,
systems development ADR is
a national computer consulting
firm. In connection with Mr.
Buckley's work during the past
nine years, he was named to the
first edition of "Whos Who In
Space," a publication listing
biographical sketches of outstanding members of the United
States Space Community. Bob
resides at 10310 Antletam Ave.,
Fairfax, Va. 22030.
ROT ALLISON, '88, was recently promoted from Personnel
officer at Western State Hospital in Hopkinsvllle to Personnel Director, Kentucky Department of Mental Health. Roy
lives on Route 3, Entrada Dr..
Frankfort 40601.
ELEANOR JOHNSON HOSKINS, '86, Is presently the Reading Resource Teacher at Eastside Elementary in Halnes City,
Fla. She receives her mall at
Route 2, Box 286, Lake Wales.
Fla. 33853.

JOHN M. HELM, '86, '68. is
now a technical service analyst
with the Ford Division of Ford
Motor Company In East Point,
Ga. His address Is Apt 1. Bldg.
8, 2458 Chapman Springs Rd.,
College Park, Ga. 30022.
ROBERT S. 8CHNELDER,
'86, was recently promoted to
Major and has returned to the
States after a tour of duty In
Vietnam. He and his wife, the
former DOROTHY CRADY, "86,
wiU report to Ft. Eustls, Vs.,
following a vacation with their
family.
•*.
RAY A. GRAVETT, '88, Capt,
has just returned from serving a
year In Viet Nam with the 1st
Air Cav. Dlv. He Is now stationed at Fort Sill, Okla. He
and
his
wife,
DARLENE
(JOHNSON) '89, receive their
mall at 6814 B Snow Road, Ft
Sill, 73803.
HAROLD S. ROBINSON, '68,
is serving as elementary principal In Clarksville, Ind. His
wife, RACHEL '88, is teaching
6th grade in Jeffersonvllle. They
reside at 673 Redwood Dr.,
Jeffersonvllle with their two
sons, Steven 8, and Kent 7.
PAUL and CLELLA COOK,
both '88, are teaching In Hyden
Elementary School and reside
at Mozelle 40888.
HAZEL SANDERS CLARKSON, '68, received a masters degree In Education—Field of
Concentration in Mental Retardation. An article telling of her
experiences In the educational
field appeared recently In the
Courier-Journal paper. Hazel's
address Is Route 1, Box 56,
DunnvUle 42828.
HENRY RICHARD DUDGEON, '88, reside at 7631 Daly Rd.,
Cincinnati, O. 45224 with his
wife and two children, Timothy

I am interested in joining the
EASTERN KENTUCKY ALUMNI TOUR
OF EUROPE
Leaving New York City August 2

MADCO MOTORS
Top Quality Used Cars

3 Weeks —$798.00

1965

LEMANS. 326 Engine. 2 Doer Hardtop

Please sand ma tht details

1965

VOLKSWAGEN, Red & Ready to Go!

1966
1965

CHEVROLET 2 Door Hardtop. Impala
OLDS,4Door,HT,PS. and P.I.

1962
1963

CHEVROLET Impala 4 Door Sedan
FORD 2 Door Hardtop. 352 Engine

NAME_
STREET
City.

William, 4, and one year old
Tara Jo.
Capt ROBERT D. HENDERSON. '89, is now serving in Viet
Nam. His address is 148th Ord.
Co. (Ammo), APO San Francisco, Calif... 96291. His wife,
the former Cnarlene Florence,
and their four children will reside at 306 2nd St, Paris, during his absence.
DOROTHY MAE HARROD,
'69, of 8038 Murray Lane, Louisville Is teaching at Campus
School at Middle Tenn. State
Capt JOHN HILL, '61, la
stationed In Viet Nam as HQ
Co. Commander, 1st Inf. Div.
His address Is HHQ Co., 1st Inf.
Dlv., APO San Francisco 96345
and he would love to hear from
his friends. Capt Hill's wife,
DIANE, '60, Is living In Columbia, and teaching at Shepherd
Grade School
Dr. PAUL F. WILLIAMS, '61,
has begun flight surgeon training at Pensacola, Fla. following
his internship at USNH, Jacksonville, Fla. His address Is
Box 123, 41 Rlvervlew, Green
Cove Sp., Fla.
LEILA CHRISTINE BUSTER, '62, along with SUE ROGERS, '62, and LORBNE MILLER, '61, made a 26 day tour of
the West this past summer.
They had a very educational excursion through 16 states and
eight National Parka. Leila
resides at Route 3, Box SO,
MonticeUo 42633.
DALLAS VANHOOSE, Jr.,
'63, was recently promoted to
Captain and Is assigned as Commanding Officer of Co. B., 1st
Battalion. 13th Armor, 1st Armored, It Hood, Tex.
VERNON, '61. and LINDA
McCONNXLL, O'DELL, 62. arc
receiving their mall at Box 386,
Pine Knot 42686, after moving

State

Meil to Alumni Office—EKU—Richmond. Ky.

FOR A GOOD DEAL COME IN AND SEE
ED MCDONALD OR RAY GADD.

Uierc witn their daughter*,
Katie, who is three and Dana
Marie, 1. Vernon is employed
by the Job Corps as Corpsmen
Supervisor.
WILLIE, 83. and PATSY
DAVIS are with the Job Corps.
He is the Recreational Specialist at Cumberland Gap.
EDDIE J. HORN, '83, la employed as supervisor of General
Accounting at Space Craft,
Huntsvllle. He resides at 2004
D Colony Dr., Huntsvllle, Ala.
35802, with wife, Lois and son,
Greg, 16 months.
NEVA STRUNK
UTTER,
'63, has lived at SS2S Bittern
Ave., Ewa Beach, Hawaii for
a year, with her husband, Lt. C
Edward Etter, USN. Neva is
teaching 5th grade in Ewa

Beach.
JUDITH KINDRED DELANET, '63, Is supervisor of
Hematology Dept., Grant Hospital Laboratory, Columbus, O.
She and Wayne reside at 622
Queensway Drive, Grove City,
O. 43123 with daughter, Lean
Michelle, 2-years-old.
KENNETH R. MILLER, '64,
was recently promoted to Public
Affairs Mgr., for Southern Ben
Telephone Co. and resides at
1639-C Hurt Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
303O3.
J. WENDELL ROBERTS, '64,
received his Juris Doctor degree
of Law in May and was chosen
by Phi Alpha Delta Legal Fraternity as 'Outstanding Senior."
Wendell, who resides at 1922
Cambridge Dr., Lexington 40004
is employed on the Legal Staff,
Ky. Dept of Revenue, Frankfort
WILLIAM GOEDDB, '64, is
assisting in football and hasnhaTl
at Covlngton Catholic High
School where he has been teaching for the past two years. He
and his wife, Sandra, who attended Eastern, and their two
sons, Todd and Billy, are residing at the Fsy Apta., 4260 President Drive, Cincinnati, O. 40228.
LAWRENCE O. FALK, '64,
is employed at Montgomery
Wards, Mlddletown, O. in managerial training. His residence
U 2908 N. Verity Pkwy., Apt
20, Mlddletown.
ROBERT RYAN, '64, and
LTNBLLB, '85, are teaching in
the Grand Rapids Public School
System. They reside at 3680
Woodward Ave., S.W., Grand
Rapids, Mich. 49009 and Robert
has enrolled at Western Mich.
University to do
«/*<trHnnBi
graduate work.
KAY M RICHARDS JACOBER, '60, teaches first grade at

Bel' Air Elementary in Albuquerque and resides at 7309
Ridgecrest Dr., S.W., Albuquerque, N.M. 87116.
DARLENE HOOKER, '60, is
teaching at the Charles A.
Beard Memorial. School In
Knightstown, Ind.
JIM, '60, and JULIE, '64,
SCHWiER have moved Into
their new home at 213 Allison
Drive, Florence 41042. They
have one daughter, Karen.
JOSEPH W. MYERS, '60, la
teaching and is assistant basketball coach at Silver Grove
School. He Is married to the
former Anna Sue Adklns and
they reside at 720 Grand Ave.,
Ft Thomas.
RONALD WILLIAM McCORMICK, '60, is Librarian of
the new Campbell Co. **«»«*fr*
Center. He is married to the
former Ruth Hervey and they,
have a son, Paul Wesley, who
was born May 19, 1966. Their
residence Is 101 Orchard Lane,
Alexandria 41001.
ROSELLA C. MARTIN, '60,
Is teaching in Princeton School
district Cincinnati, residing at
0074 Southview Dr., Fail-field,
O.
ELEANOR ANNE STOLL,
'60, of 1000 Alhambra Drive, It
Myers, Fla. is *^mM^rg first
grade at Edgewood Elementary
In Ft. Myers.
1886 GRADUATE8
J. C. MILLER Is sales representative for Blue Cross-Blue
Shield Insurance and lives at
2831 Harrodsburg Rd., Apt 8,
Lexington 40603.
DANNY LEE MULLTN8, of
220 S. 3rd St, Richmond 40470
is employed by I.B.M. In Lexington.
BARBARA R. OWENS is
now Mrs. Richard L. Hlte and
resides at Route 8, Box 282, Lot
C18, Montgomery, Ala. 36110.
BRUCE VAN OWENS Is
teaching Industrial Arts at
Henry Co. High School. He is
married to the former Lillian
Ann Snider and they have one
son, Darren, 1. His mailing
address is Box 12, New Castle
40000.
DOROTHY L. MULLINS is
teaching at the Camp Taylor
School and resides at 1218 Morgan St, Louisville 40218.
DEANNA CURRY teaches
Home Economics, redding at
Drexel Hill West Apt 101, 0708
Hemlock, Gary, Ind. 46408.
JOHN BRIOGS KENT, Jr.,
110 East Todd, Frankfort is
Codes Specialist In the Dept of
Commerce for the State of Ky.

MARRIAGES
COBB—TRUSTY
MICHAEL DEAN COBB, 85,
and Miss Joletta Trusty were
married on August 8, 1868.
Their residence la 839 Thornton,
Dayton.
BARGER—HEGGI
RAT "Butch" BARGER, '64,
was married to Miss Ann Marie
Heggi on June 4, 1988. Both
are teaching at Manchester Jr.
High in Mlddletown and their
residence is 4561 Mosiman Rd.,
Mlddletown, O.
MCDOWELL— DBNTON
Miss Lucia Ann McDowell became the bride of GART RICHARDS DENTON, '64, on November 11, 1966. The couple will
reside In Richmond, Vs. where
Gary will be employed with
Roadway Expresses a terminal
operations superintendent
ANDERSON—BO WLTN
JEANNE ANDERSON and
DOUGLAS WAYNE BOWLTN,
both '66, were married and now
receive their mall at Box 67,
Greensburg 4S74S.
DOEKEL—CARLISLE
ROBERT C. DOEKEL, Jr.,
'65, and JBNELLB CARLISLE,
'68, were married August 18,
1965 and reside at 817 E. Riverside, Jeffersonvllle, Ind. and
Robert is a senior medical student at the University of
Louisville.
GREEN—WILSON
SHIRLEY ANN GREEN, '66,
and RONALD WILSON, Jr., '64,
were married August 18. Ron
is teanhmg at the Ohio College
of Applied Science in Cincinnati
and Shirley teaches at wtfj4ii«.»ui
High School In Ft Thomas.
WALTERS—SEIBERT
ROBERT A. WALTERS, '64,
took Miss Sally Sue Selbert as
his bride on July 8, 1966. They
are living at 69 West Southgate,
Ft Thomas 41075 and Robert
Is a physical analyst for Interlake Steel Corp.

JUNIOR ALUMNI
DONNA KARSNER _
LIPS, '64, and Larry nave a I
Chanslor James who was sc
Feb. 14, 1966. They live
Route 3, Maysville 41068.
C. T. HUGHES, Jr., '56,
his wife welcomed a «*■«■■*
Hannah Hart Hughes on July I
1966. They receive their
at P.O. Box 818, West;
43564.
GARRT and GAIL DUCst-l
WORTH MILLER, both -U
welcomed their first chflA
girl, Elizabeth Ann on June I
1906. They reside at 585 ■
beron Ave., Cincinnati 4580**
CHARLES T. BAKER, ml
and Pat welcomed their tfesMI
daughter, Mary Beth, on Jtaasl
20, 1966. Janice is 10 and;
6. The Baker family ret
Mt Vemon 40456 where L,
has been appointed Administrarl
tor of the Rockcastle Co. B
11st Hospital
A daughter, Lorl Lee, I
bom July 87, I960 to JOT, — „
and FALLEN CAMPBELL, '84.1
She was welcomed by a iliiiil
Lisa Lynn. 3V4. The CampbeM
reside at 1200 Lincoln Psafc
Blvd., Ketterlng, O. 45429, where I
Fallen Is a member of the Puf8l|
Personnel Dept of the Ketter-I
lng City Schools.
[
CLYDE DONALD COUNTS, I
'68, and Dottle welcomed a|
daughter on June 21, 1966. O
teaches math in the Indianapossil
City Schools and their residents I
Is 740 Thorndale Street Indiana. I
polls, Ind. 46224.
IN MEMORIAM
CHARLES ALLPHTN, '86,1
Grant Co. school superintendent,
died on September 28, 1966. 7~
Allphin had experience a_
teacher, principal, supervisor,!
superintendent band dlrectarl
and athletic coach in Kentucky f
schools. He had also served M|
Kentucky's Commissioner
Welfare.

LANTER MOTOR CO.
218 WEST IRVINE STREET
Just Around the Corner from the Court House

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up,

Carburetor and Ignition Work,|
Also Transmission and
General Repair.

GIRARD LIFE

"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"

INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA

Dial 623-4434
UNIVERSITY TRUST
Agent On Cempus In
Room 817 Dupree Is
DALE FRANCIS

DEAR

mr m:i. M.

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners

A LEGAL RESERVE
STOCK COMPANY

featuring

For A Complete Line Of Life Insurence,
V/hole Life, Ten Pey Life, Family Plen,
end More, Cell 623-9582.

Sports hero loses girl to mild-mannered math major.
DIAft MB:

I'm a big football star, and I've found a girl who suits ma to a T. But
I've been blocked out of the play by a math major. He knows math
from A = Pi R2 to E = MC2. Now she says he's found the formula
for success with her. All he has to do is mutter "Coronet R/T," and
I get thrown for a loss. Believe me, this is no equilateral triangle
that I'm in. Outside of telling me to bench myself, have you any
advice?
FALUN STAR

MAR FALUN STARs'

Now's the time to plunge. Coronet R/T Isn't his exclusive formula. Your nearby Dodge Dealer has it,
too. And it comes almost as easily as the cube root of
27. Then how can the girl of your dreams resist two
superstars . . . you and your Coronet R/T? From
there on out, your math major will be the victim of
diminishing returns. Huddle with your Dodge Dealer
now, and get your signals straight.

§#**l'1fr

■•I

Martinning'.■■

The MOST hi Dry Cleaning
STOP IN AT THE

Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LOUNDRY

COLLEGE SERVICE STATION
FIRESTONE TOWN
AND COUNTRY
SNOW TIRES

DELCO
BATTERIES

Lots Of Spoiling Attention
VALVOLINE
ANTI-FREEZE
AND
MOTOR OILS

FIRESTONE TIRES
AND TUBES

EXCELLENT SERVICE IS SPELLED

R.Y-M-E-L-L
The Friendly Men with the Better Brend
seys, "Come By end Get Acquainted."

623-3939

TwoDrivo-lu Windows
311 W.

FREE!...
for the man who takes
his pipe seriously.
We've just perfected a completely new pipe mixture, called
Luxembourg. It's for the man who hat graduated from the
syrupy-jweei tobaccos. Blended from choice U.S., European,
Middle Eastern, African and Asian leaf...and subtly enriched
with one of the rarest honeys in the world.
We'd like you to try a pack on us. How come?
We figure one pack is just about what it'll lake to convince you
thst it's the finest pipe mixture around.
After that, who knows... you might make it your regular smoke.

ANY OCCASION - ANY TIME
Ceteael

• •••tore*

^W,v'"yv*i
"It's Finger Liekin' Good!"

I

BUCKET O.50

And why not? Look what you'll have going for you in your Dodge Coronet R/T, convertible
or two-door hardtop. All standard, too. 440-cubic-inch Magnum V8 engine. Dual exhausts.
Heavy-duty brakes and suspension. High-performance Red Streak tires. And exclusive R/T
grille and hood scoop design, full length paint stripes, and nameplates, front, rear and sides.
So get with your Dodge Dealer, and your problem will solve itself.
^
oooe. orvao. A CH RY8LER

IMMHrfi IffilffiUION OHMII0X 'W

3
BARREL #1.50
4

FEEDS 5 TO
7 PEOPLE ....

I

P. L0RILLARD COMPANY
Oopt. U 200 East 42nd Street. New York, N.V. 10017
Pit.w send me a free Bsckag* of Luxembourg sis* Mixture.

DRIVE-IN
COLONEL RESTAURANT
Did 423-41 SB

4

u»e

The Imported luxury pipe mixture

FEEDS 7 TO
10 PEOPLE .

Big Hi« Avenue

''»'>oun
Mix T

»for-

Rkhmoed. Ky.

•

N.™

1
1
1
1

SIMM
C«y

.

Zen*
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